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Vincent Larson, Jr.
To Be LBL Chaplain

rf

Vincent S. Larson, Jr., will be
Inducted as the Lutheran
Chaplain for the Land Between
the Lakes Area Ministry on
Sunday, June 13, at Immanuel
Lutheran Church in Murray.
Mr. Larson, whose home is
Portland, Oregon, is a student
in
Concordia Seminary
Springfield, Illinois. After his
summer ministry here, he will
begin his ministerial internship
at Eastern Heights Lutheran
Church in St. Paul, Minnesota,
before completing his resident
training at the Seminary. He is
married and has two children,
David and Christine.
His special ministry here will
include conducting worship
services at the State Parks and
also serving as Chaplain and
worship leader at the TVA Parks.
This ministry is coordinated with
eight other denominations
located in the LBL area.

10* Per Copy

Contracts Approved For
Interceptor Sewer Line

it English Visitor

Rev. John A. Jones
Sees Nephew First Is Revival Speaker
Revival services will begin
Time In 59 Years Monday,
June 14, at the Coles

Council Accepts Bids On
Lift Station Last Night

Contracts were approved last
Mr. George Maud of Blackpool Camp Ground United Methodist night for the construction of an of the city. This will involve the
(Lancastershire) England, is a Church, and continue throughout interceptor sewer line and a lift construction of a major trunk
visitor in the county for several the week with services each station for the Murray Water and sewer line along the Clark's
River west to the area of
weeks. He is an uncle of Norman evening at 7:30 p.m.
Sewer System. The City Council
Dyson of Murray Route Five and The visiting minister will be accepted bids on the two projects, Kingswood Subdivision.
he is visiting in the home of Mr. Rev. John A. Jones, pastor of the receiving three bids on the in- This construction will also do
united Methodist
Kirksey
away with the lift station located
and Mrs. Dyson.
terceptor line and only one on the on the Herman Ellis property on
This is the first time that Mr. Church.
lift or pump station.
Dyson has seen his -uncle in 59 On Sunday night,there will be a Tilford Plumbing di Heating, the Hazel Highway.
the
at
supper
fellowship
potluck
Representatives of the various
years. Both were children when
Inc. of Paducah, was the low firms bidding on the project,
they last saw one another, Mr. church at 6:30 p.m.
Everyone is invited to attend bidder on the large sewerage were present last night as well as
Maud was 12 and Mr. Dyson 7.
or all of these services by the project. They bid $155,705.00 on Waynvlyers and Joe King with
any
Mr. Maud flew to America,
the sewer line using cast iron pipe
Engineers, consulting
landing at Kennedy Airport. church congregation and the and $151,407.00 using clay pipe. the
James
Rev.
pastor,
for the city.
engineers
church
a
get
to
not
flight
could
he
Since
The pump station was divided
Haron West, Council Chairman
Nashville on the day he arrived, Griffith.
the
into two contracts, one for
of the Water & Sewer Committee
he went on to Chicago where Mr.
general construction which told the Mayor and Council that
Dyson's sister, Mrs. Amy Pirtamounted to $144,752.00 and
he was pleased with the bid since
O'Hare Airport.
other for the electrical work it was only about *2,000 over
Charlotte D. Scott, daughter of chard met him at
several
Murray
to
She
him
drove
which amounted to $8,782.00.
Mr. and Mrs. Priestly Scott of
estimated costs.
returned to
The two other bids on the in- The council approved the
Hazel, was one of 238 students days later and
week.
this
only
Chicago
were
Bobo
line
George
terceptor
participating in commencement
purchase of a 75 x 75 foot area of
Mr. Maud said that he is en.01
Backhoe Service of Kevil,
exercises at Freed-Hardeman
America very Miss Melissa Maude Walker of Kentucky $187,394.80 for the cast land on the Clark's River near the
in
visit
his
joying
College in Henderson on May 27.
and looks forward to Hazel died Thursday at seven iron line and $183,925.60 for clay New Concord bridge for the
Associate in Arts degrees were much
in this area. He has been p.m. at the Puryear Nursing pipe. Preston Carroll Con- construction site of the lift
visiting
conferred upon 198 May
of the lakes and the Home following a two months struction Company of Clifton, station. The lot costs $1500 which
tour
a
given
graduates and conditionally upon
his illness. She was 85 years of age on Tennessee bid only on the cast includes access to the lot.
23 students who are expected to Land Between the Lakes by
Councilman West also asked
of the day of her death.
office
the
in
visited
He
nephew.
iron construction with a bid of Council approval of the purchase
complete requirements in the
born in Henry County,
was
She
yesterday.
Times
and
Ledger
the
Mrs. Larry Doyle,President of the Murray Art Guild,NIEL N.Clark, Auistant Preformed lig* summer and receive diplomas on
$214,812.29.
Tenn., and was the daughter of This line will extend from the of some valves, fittings, etc. used
at Murray State University, decide on the location for the musical program which wM be given as a August 13. The spring gradual**
in the work of the system. The
Steely
Ella
and
R.
John
late
the
pert of the Annual Western Kentucky Arts and Crafts Festival. The show will be held at Land Bet- class was the largest in the 1111.
Hazel Highway along the Clark's items were bid on by two firms
had lived in
She
Walker.
ween the Lakes on June 2S and 27 in the Conservation Education Center. Visitors will be able to see year history of the junior college.
River to the sewerage disposal
Calloway County all of her adult plant. The pumping station will with Petter Supply of Paducah
various exhibitions and demonstrations by artists and craftsmen from several surrounding states.
Third Year Certificates of
life, and had been a resident of be located on the Clark's River making the low bid of $2,998.50.
Achievement in Bible were
West told the City Council last
Hazel for about fifty years.
presented to 27 ministerial The Country Western Jubilee Miss Walker is survived by a near the New Concord bridge. night that efforts must be made
auditions, sponsored by the brother, R. H. Walker of Mem- This same line will be used at a to keep surface water out of the
students.
Miss Scott received the Murray Art Guild, will be held phis, Tenn.; sister-in-law, Mrs. later date to receive sewerage city sewer system. This surface
Saturday, June 12, at 3:00 pin. at Annie Walker of Phoenix, from the south and western part water must be treated as if it is
Associate in Arts degree.
the Fine Arts Building in the Arizona; eight nieces arri.-one_
werage. he said, once it
•
eallra111111111011MPAIMID*,.
— sanitary—sewer
Walker
The Murray Art Guild is once
time
old
singers.
of
group
Any
Kentucky, Missouri, Illinois, and
The Oaks Country Club wW fiddlers, guitar players, gospel of Murray Route Five, Mrs. Six puppies, half bird dog and system.
again sponsoring the Annual
He said the water comes from
Alabama will be displaying have a breakfast on
Curd and Mrs. John half German Shepherd, five
Western Kentucky Arts and
Saturday quartets, or individual singers, Edward
downspouts, from bad lines and
paintings, needlework, candles, morning between six
Hazel.
of
both
Brinkley,
weeks old, and healthy, are free
and nine are invited to audition for the
Crafts Festival to be held on June
from other sources and that
om 26 and 27 in the Conservation ceramics, sculpture, and jewelry a.m. All members are urged to concert Which will be held June 26 She was a member of the Hazel to persons for pets. For in• e corning U
you see
every effort will be made to
at the 2-day festival. Visitors will
where
Church
Methodist
United
call
753-7728.
formation
attend.
the ground around your house in Education Center at Land Betand 27 in the Conservation services will be held Saturday a
be able to see a potter at his
completely eliminate the surface
the next few weeks, don't get ween the Lakes,located between
Educatiod Center Area.
water from the system.
wheel,artists
painting
at
their
p.m.
2:30
OFFICE CLOSED
alarmed. It'll be the Murray Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley
HOSPITAL PATIENT
He asked for council appqmpl
easels, and candlemakers and
Burial will be in the Hazel
Water and Sewer System In western Kentucky and TenGOSPEL SINGING
other craftsmen at work.
Cemetery with the arrangements Mrs. Johnny Anderson, New to begin testing the system with
The office of Circuit Court
checking on leaks in the nessee. The show, which will be
of Concord Road, entered the smoke to find the leaks in the
sewerage systetn.They are trying held near Center Station, will be Picnic areas are provided Clerk James Blalock is closed A gospel singing will be held at by the Miller Funeral Home
Vanderbilt Hoppital, Nashville, system. These leaks allow encall.
may
within
friends
the
where
Hazel
Conservation
to keep surface water out ot the open to the public from 9 am. to
today, Friday, so that the,staff the Friendship Church of Christ
Tenn., on Thursday for special trance of surface water, he
Education Center for visitors, can attend the state meeting of on Sunday, June 13, at two p.m.
system, which apparently is a dusk.
tests. She is in Room S 7441 B for continued. When found, the leaks
The public is invited to attend.
difficult task. In the past some Exhibitors from Tennessee, and camping sites are located the Circuit Court Clerks.
those who would like to send her will be repaired. Any downspouts
nearby.
Light
will,
refreshments
folks connected the down spouts
cards or letters.
from homes, business or industry
be sold by the Murray Art Guild.
from the house to the sewer lines;
will be disconnected from the
In case of bad weather the show
breaks in the line allows surface
will
be
sewerage
system.
postponed
to
the
weekend
LOSES
LICENSE
water to get in; and maybe some
A traffic collision on the court
of July 3 and 4.
West said the smoke will be
other things cause it. Anyway
square was investigated by the
A special attraction at thes
Steven Donald Bindert, 303 S. harmless and is intended merely
everytime it rains, the amount of
officers of the Murray Police 13th St., Murray, has had his to mark the site of a leak in the
year's show will be the presensewerage running through the
tation of a live musical program The current session of Nineteen cases were on the Department on Thursday at 5:15 drivers license suspended until system. The smoke is blown into
disposal plant increases.
xinducted by L. N. Clark, Calloway Circuit Court, Judge court docket for this term of p.m. No injuries were listed on March 2, 1972, according to the the system a block at a time. His
the report.
i
4$1,1b
list released by the Department request was approved.
Japri M. Lassiter, presiding. court, but several of them were
(Continued on Page Five)
Cars involved were a 1965 Ford of Public
or
court
settled
of
Postponed
out
Prior to the meeting last night
having
after
doled
Wednesday
Safety to the Traffic
Boggess
This surface water has to be
Ronnie
station wagon driven by Larry Safety
(Continued on Page Five)
been in session since Monday. until another term of court.
Coordinating Committee.
treated as though it were raw
Marshall Doyle of 103 South 14th
May 3.
sewerage. This takes money,
Street, Murray, and a Plymouth
Final case on the court docket
chemicals, time, wear and tear
four door hard top driven by
vs
Inc.,
Sales,
was
Auto
Lassiter
on machinery, etc. so that's why
Talltha I. Preston of Tuscola, Ill.
Ronnie
James W. Bryant of Murray. A
the drive is underway to stop
Police said the Preston car was
to
judgement of $750.00 was given
surface water from getting into
parked at the curb on the southan
to
damages
for
Lassiter
the system.
west corner of the court square,
automobile owned by the combacked out, and collided with the
in
occurred
bre.akins
Four
of
office
pany, according to the
This
The smoke will be forced through Dies
Morning
and Calloway County last Doyle car going north on Fifth
Murray
James
Clerk
Court
Circuit
leak.
a
the system and if there is
night, according to reports from Street.
Blalock.
the smoke gets out and comes to
Department Damage to the Ford was on the
A sixteen year old county and his parents are Mr. and Mrs. The judgement was given for the Murray Police
the surface. Then they dig down
Boggess who survive. damages to the car in an and the office of Calloway County right rear fender and to the
Hampton
this
youth,
died
Ronnie
Boggess,
line.
and -epair the
Plymouth on the rear bumper.
the automobile accident that oc- Sheriff Clyde Steele.
morning at 9:30 at the Baptist His father is an employee of
Tappan
the
of
Division
South
Murray
on
on
21,
curred
May
1887,
An engineer engaged in railroad Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
EIGHT CITED
Company where he has been 12th Street near Poplar Street. Five items were stolen in the
construction in Central America Tenn.
breakin at the K. & H Body Shop, Eight persons were cited by the
his
and
1948,
since
atthe
employed
Robert
MWer
0.
was
explained to one of the natives The young boy had been a
the former Doris Jean torney for Lassiter Auto Sales. owned by Ken and Howard Todd, Murray Police Department
living alongside the right-of-way patient there since Thursday, mother,
a school bus for the Inc., and Tom Marshall of an Chestnut Street, in the report yesterday and last night. They
drives
Miller,
the advantages the new road June 3, after suffering severe
area.
School
Paducah was the attorney for to the. City Police made at 7 15 were one for no operator's license
Faxon
his
home that
would bring him. Wanting to head injuries at
and improper registration, one
a.m.
four
parents;
his
are
Survivors
Bryant.
illustrate his point, he asked the same day at about six p.m.
public drunkenness, one for
for
and
Durham
Pam
and
Mrs.
$5000.00
sisters,
of
Two
judgements
six
Stolen from the shop were a
native, "How long does it take to Boggess was injured when the
Cossey, both of $21,000.00 were awarded by the h.p. Mercury boat motor. 1970 disregarding stop sign, two for
Jane
Patty
Mrs.
car
the
of
he
A-fratne
support
by
carry your produce to market
unnecessary noise,one for no city
was working on fell on his head at Murray, Miss Donna Lynn court in a case heard Tuesday model, industrial sander, 1). A. auto sticker and no state inGay
Mishit
Miss
and
Five)
Boggess
concerning
an
and
Page
Wednesday
on
a
and
(Continued
sander, 3000 Sioux buffer,
the Boggess home on Dexter
spection sticker, one for reckless
Route One in the Palestine Boggess, both of Dexter Route automobile accident that oc- Mason paint spray gun and can, driving, and one juvenile for
Mac curred on Ford Road southwest the police report said.
Joey
brothers,
two
One;
community.
driving on instruction permit
Entrance to the shop was
The boy was rushed by family Boggess and Eddie Allen of Murray on May 20, 1969.
without license driver and no city
Manis
Route
Dexter
Janice
of
Garland
both
Mrs.
gained by the thief or thieves
members to the emergency room Boggess,
auto sticker.
Mrs.
of
and
Mr.
judgement
a
was
grandparents,
given
One;
the
of
one
of
out
a
1111
kicking
panel
81111M11===n118=3111= of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, but was transferred Dock Boggess of Murray Route $21,000.00 for personal injuries main entrance doors, according
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
Mostly sunny throughout immediately by ambulance to the Three and Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon sustained in the accident. Her to the police report.
502
hand was badly injured. She has
Kentucky today and Saturday Baptist Memorial Hospital, Miller of Dexter Route One.
The Sheriff's office reported a David Cooper, age seven, of
Funeral arrangements are undergone three operations and breakin at Ruble Taylor's Snack Whitriell, Murray, was treated
and clear tonight with isolated Memphis. He underwent surgery
showers and thunderstorms most at 1:30 a.m. on Friday, June 4, Incomplete, but friends may call will have to undergo another Bar at Lynn Grove. Stolen from Thursday at seven p.m. at the
likely during the late afternoons and again at 12:30 p.m. the same at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral operation soon.
the snack bar were a radio, tape emergency room of the MurrayHome after 12 noon on Saturday. Her parents, B. C. and Melvin recorder, and about four dollars Calloway County Hospital. He
and evenings. No important day.
Garland, were awarded $5000.00 in money, according to the sustained a laceration of the right
temperature changes. Highs Young Boggess had just
WRANGLERS TO RIDE
for medical expenses for their Sheriff's office
today and Saturday upper 80s and completed his junior year at
ankle when he was hit by a car
oclow I.Lows tonight 60$ and low Calloway County School where he The Wranglers Riding Club will daughter following the accident.
while riding his bicycle, acbreakins
The other two
70s.
was a member of the Future ride tonight at the club riding The case was B. C. and Melvie curred at the Jones Iron and cording to reports.
Farmers of America. On his pen, weather permitting. The Garland vs. Robbie Raspberry, Metal Works on the Old Concord
LEGION MEETING
OUTLOOK THROUGH'
school records he had said he ride will start at 7 p.m. and Kenneth Bud l Downey, and Road and the Warren Seed
TUESDAY
games and pleasure classes will father, Buel Downey.
Company on Poplar Street The
wanted to Ircome a teacher.
COULDN'T WAIT FOR HELP—These two workmen look as
American Legion Post 73 and
Hurt and Christopher were the police reports said windows wer
Continued warm and humid While a student at Faxon be held for men and women and
though they are going to lift the new Rank of Murray sign into
nith chanke oi afternoon showers Elementary School he played boys and girls of all ages. lawyers for the Garlands and broken at each place to gat Auxiliary 73 will hold its regular
place
without the aid of a crane. The cable is actually holding the
at,
14,
June
Monday.
on
meeting
and
represented
Hughes
Gregory
each day. Highs in the 80s to low basketball and softball
Everyone is welcome as either
entrance but nothing wa
sign up bulls out of the picture.
Staff photo by David Hill
Raspberry and the Downeys.
Ms. Lows in the 60s.
reported missing by the owners seven p.m. at the Legion Hall.
He was born November 28, 1954 Spectators or participants,

.1

Charlotte Scott
Receives Degree

Miss Walker
Dies Thursday

Auditions Saturday
For Art Jubilee

"
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Murray Art Guild To Hold

.Around

Arts And Crafts Festival

Murray

Calloway Circuit Court Closes
Here; Judgments Are Awarded

Boggess 16

The Weather

Items Stolen
In Breakins

Traffic Collision
Occurs On Square
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Food industry fears
protesting housewives
swell of consumer activism,
federal
cumbersome
GMA must prepare amregulations.
munition in the way of painsif
mind
don't
"We
research in order to
taking
soapbox,
the
housewives get on
head off new governmental
WASHINGTON - The huge as long as they keep on buying
changes.
companies that stock super- soap," is the way one officer of
GMA "informs" members of
market shelves across the a company which belongs to
nation carry a lot of clout in the GMA put it.
Congress, plants press releases
nation's capital.
"We've got to make sure that
striving to avoid the
in
The lobbying punch is consumerism does not enmesh
regulatory red tape that could
delivered by the Grocery the industry in a new web of
result from potential federal
Manufacturers' Association of federal regulation."
actions. It fears that some of
its
America,
in
28
whose
chief
of
staff
With a
them would seriously damage
benefactor - but sometimes Washington office - it moved
unwitting enemy - in the age from New York when con- the industry's profitability.
Consumer groups have vocal
of consumerism is the sumerism mushroomed as an
allies in Congress and have
housewife.
important issue -GMA claims demonstrated political
muscle
Mrs. Average American, who
it is basically trying to help the of their own in the last several
drives the family's 1968 station
consumer.
years.
wagon to the suburban shopBut - pure," nonindustrySigns abound that the
ping center to buy the week's
government is taking congroceries, is both heroine and related
consumer
sumerism seriously. GMA,
villainess of the GMA.
organizations like Consumers
whose members produce about
Her spending patterns are Union
Consumer
and
one-tenth of the nation's gross .1sli
the lifeblood of GMA members Federation of America do not
national product GNP) each bns
like Swift dr Co., Procter & agree.
year, finds worrisome these •
Gamble Co., Kraftco Corp. and
Robert Choate, the man who
federal actions now under
General Foods Corp., each of threw the breakfast cereal
consideration:
which has sales of over El industry into a frenzy in the
- Federal agencies, acting
billion annually.
stunrner of 1970 by rating
under a 1966 packaging and
But because the American breakfast foods according to
labeling law, are seeking to
housewife is becoming more nutritional value, characrequire the grocery industry to t _
vocal in her complaints, the terizes the GM,A ,as a negative
change some of its promotional
food industry - as represented lobbying Goliath.
gimmicks.
by GMA - is afraid that these
It is perhaps the most
- The Food and Drug Adprotests may lead to new and powerful negative force around
ministration I FDA I is pressing
Capitol Hill," Choate said. "As
the food industry to label foods
a positive lobbying force, GMA
• hopes melt to sorrow, my coir.,ort turns to fear.
with their nutritional value.
effective,
occasionally
but
is
When God made men and the moonlight above
- A bipartisan group of
less so than would be exHe made nothing more precious than your undying love.
House members wants to
pected."
Now as I close my eyes and dream a dream come true,
On the other hand, ex-White establish a new consumer
Of all things on heaven and earth,all I want is you
House staffer Bryce Harlow, agency with powers GMA
now with Procter & Gamble, regards as dangerous to the
says, I think GMA ought to be industry.
-.Sandie Moody
- House and Senate memMurray,Ky. considered „ among the top,
among the most-effective of bers are preparing to fight
Washington
trade again for a bill, stalled last
year by industry opposition, to
associations.'
' suits
"Lobbying" IS still a bad facilitate consumer.
political against manufacturers.
in
word
the
vocabulary
many
of
- Some members of
Americans. But the activities Congress are advocating
of such pressure groups as the legislation which would require
GMA play a vital and supermarkets to indicate a
recognized role in shaping of product's price per pound or
government regulations and other measure). Some markets
legislation.
have already adopted unit , 10
"Doctor in the House?"
A former officer of GMA, pricing on their own initiative.
Suppose you are sluing in a person was your friend or rela- back in the days when it was a - Congress is looking at
two-man office in Washington
theater when the man next to you
tive? Not necessarily. Thus:
ways to require manufacturers
slumps to the floor, unconscious..
set up to show 'visiting en- to
A man twought las- daughterdate perishable products.
thseertensts around town, said,
.. wearar- to•the '
, spflail ear same
46'"Is there a docto
-; in the tests while her husband Was • All Are used to do here was to
!Muse?"
away on a trip. When surgery
say 'hell no' every time some Forest for 'Lis'
And a doctor comes and gives became necessary, he told the new restriction was proposed
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) first aid. As the person who sum- doctor to go ahead. Did this re- for the food industry. We Steve Fewest will star opposite
moned the doctor, could you be quest, plus his kinship to the paAnne Baxter in "The Late Liz" a
held legally liable for his fee?
tient, make him responsible for usually got our way."
But now, with the ground- for MGM. •
the surgical fee?
A court said no, because it was
not customary for a man to be
responsible for his daughter-inlaw's medical expenses. To make
him liable, said the court, there
would have to be a more specific
understanding between him and
the doctor.
Still, the understanding need
not be as specific as a formal
THE STORY OF MOSES::
legal contract. In another case, a
LIMP' at 8'30 Except liendays
man was driving his girl friend
KENLAKE STATE PARK, AURORA, KY
home from a party when he had
an accident. The girl was badly
injured, and he rushed her to a
As a general rule, when you
...er•aer
hospital.
porn 111•0111111ATION ANO CROUP DISCOUNTS WRIT
request any kind of services to be
There he begged the
to
RANIEBES: Box 30B. Calvert City. Karitucity 42029
performed for someone else, you do everything he coulddoctor
to
save
may indeed be responsible for her life.„_He said
payment. But in the case of a sponsitifr because he "felt re‘41
medical emergency, the law usu- fered the injury in she had sufh
his car.
ally makes an exception and deLater, he tried to avoid liabil- Open 7 Nitely 1 p m Sal*. 11., Surf
nies liability. As one court ex- ity to the doctor by
pointing out
" Adults 81.50 Children 75c '
plained:
that he had not made a specific
"Persons commonly call for agreement to pay.
But a court
Tonite Thru SAT.
medical aid for the sick solely held him responsible
anyhow.
out of a spirit of kindness, with- The judge said the
AN:ran-curd
P.m's
ThaJcarlis Apsctia Trte presents
out any expectation of becoming did make, under comments be
such circumAn A Famed Lubin • HWOWI
Eliccen amortIoa
personally responsible."
stances, could fairly be interpret.
Would it matter that the sick ed as a promise to foot
the bills
By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service
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Ten Years Ago Today
161111)43131•TEMA 711.11
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20 Years Ago Today
=DOM a =In NILE

Mrs. Hattie Maupin, age 65, died yesterday at her home near
Pottertown.
Rev. Paul Thomas Lyles who has been pastor of the First
Methodist Church, McKenzie, Tenn., has been named pastor of
the First Methodist Church here. The present pastor, Rev. George
Bell, will now be pastor of the Galloway Church in Memphis.
Tenn.
E. B. Howton was the representative of Murray State College at
the annual meeting of the American Dairy Science Association at
Knoxville, Tenn., June 6, and 7.
Miss Betty Roberts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Roberts
was married to Billy Joe Farris,son of Mr.and Mrs. Hugh Farris
on June 8.

Here Is The Truth About Humility

Dad said humility is one great quality difficult to find. No, he
doesn't mean it is difficult to find in other people. He means it is
difficult to find in yourself. Actually, he means if you try to have it
yourself it is difficult to find. "How," he asked,"Can you try to be
Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam of thine own eye; and
humble" "And besides," he added, "If a person tries to find
thrn shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's
humthty in himself, and does,he is immediately proud."
Humility, while being an honorable state, may cause some
e)4.-Mattiew 1:5.
Put yourself in the oUter person's peace In that way, you'll not
people to appear ridiculous."While it is difficult." Dad said."It is
possible to appear ridiculous with humility." For example, let's
crticize him so easily.
take a look at a man that is good at something. (What doesn't
matter.) Everyone knows he is good at it. He knows he is good at
it. He also understands the principle of humility, and the principle
of impressing people so he says,"I'm not really good at it." Now,
he knows he is good and for sure he knows other people know he's
by Carl itiblet Jr.
good so for the sake of the robe of humility he has lied. Dad said
that if you compare a tier to a thief the thief would come out
In all the world there is no place where men and second. Dad continued by adding that he wasn't against humility
women can go to escape each other. A man isn't safe just tiers.
The alternative to being good and denying it is to be good and
simply because he is fair game. A woman isn't safe talk
about it. "I am great!" Now,this may be the truth. This may
because she doesn't want to be.
be an honest evaluation of your abilities. However, this too leaves
something to be desired since if you are really good at something
people won't need to be told. While in the second case you don't
"Women have all the best of it:
run the risk of being a her you do run the risk of impressing people
whatever they will is a fact."
more than they can stand.
—Maxims for A Bachelor
Dad said he is smart enough to know that if you want to see
humility you must see it in others. I'm little but smart enough to
PAL HIJACK
know that if I want to see humility I am going to have to leave
MANILA (UPI) -Authorities passenger, a university student home.
identified
as
F.
only
Villamor,
!oiled a possible attempt today
-Bob Little
k hijack another Philippine was apprehended with a .22
Airlines (PAL) BAC111 jet caliber pistol hidden on his
ransport to Communist China back just before boarding PAL
with the arrest of a passenger Flight 152 at Mactan Airport t'ul
THREE PARTS RELIGION
tarrying a concealed pistol, and CEBU, 400 miles southeast of
Manila.
The
flight
was
bound
airlines spokesman said.
In clearest hope
The spokesman said the fur Manila.
I gave my life
for a transfusion.
Live I do to tell
The doner was Jesus.

'Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!

THE
FAMILY LAWYER'TV'

MIMEE

ei

Jesus married
not flesh nor bone
To father
Spiritual children.

ICIRK DOUGLAS
JOHNNY CASH
"A GUNFIGHT"

by Will Bernard.
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YOU
The Lord fixed the stars up in the sky.
He also put that merry twinkle in your eye.
He gave strength and power to men in every land,
But He blessed you most with the comforting
touch of your hand.
Our God made all men different and unusually rare,
But He made you unique when He spun golden
sunlight in your hair.
When God made men and the moonlight above
He made nothing more precious than your undying love.
Each glimmer of a smile,each twinkle of your eye
Fills my heart with a love that will never die.
I long to hear your voice and fee) your gentle caress.
All these things I pray that the Lord will richly bless.
But,alas my heart is filled with sadness on this day,
For you took your love and turned the other way.
Now my heart sings the song of the mourning dove
Because I am hidden in the unseen shadows of your love.
She takes away your kisses, and your soft embrace.
She steals away all your love,leaving not a trace.
When you look upon het face or whisper in her ear

V

@f30(301L-tif

An American Bar Association public service feature

Xing David wrote
For God
Had given him
New Songs.

49 KILLED IN SKY COLLISION - All 48 persons aboard
on Air West DC-9 (top) jetliner and one of two men
aboard a Navy'. F4 Phantom jet (lower) were killed
Iwo the two plane.: collided in midair and fell about
mitt- oast of Los Angeles The fighter jet's radar
officer
In safety.

Orioles
With Vie
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Harry L. Lovett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pearson D. Lovett of
Dexter Route One, is serving aboard the Aircraft Attack Carrier
Franklin Delano Roosevelt with the 6th Fleet in the
Mediterranean.
Cynthia Ezell and Eddie Lee Grogan attended the Sixth annual
4-H Regional Resource Conference held at Fontana Dam Village,
N. C. They were accompanied by C.0. Bondurant.
Miss Georgia Coles, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Human Coles,
received her State Homemaker degree at the state FHA
meeting at
Murray State College. She will be a senior at
Calloway County High School.
The marriage of Miss Mary Florence Churchill and Carl
Douglas Garrett was solemnized on June 4 at the honn-of the
bride's parents, Mr.and Mrs. Guthrie Bryan Churchill, 511 North
7th Street, Murray.
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By JOE CARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer
The Baltimore Orioles
rival American League in
gers shaking their heads al
One is Bill Rigney, who
the Orioles complete a U
game sweep of his Minnt
Twins Thursday night wit
12-0 rout. And another
Detroit's Billy Martin, wl
Tigers keep winning in the
East but fail to gain grouh
the front-running Orioles.
Tigers made it three victi
in a row and five in their
seven games Thursday n
with a 3-2 triumph over
Milwaukee Brewers.
Streaking Frank Robir
drove in five runs witha ha
and two singles and
Palmer spaced out six sir
to gain his ninth victory of
season as the Orioles cru.
Minnesota. It was the eit
consecutive victory for
defending World Champ
and the 10th in their las
games.
"I still bear down when I
a lot of runs," said Pah
who recorded his ninth c

Aaron
Lead
All-

YORK (UPI)NEW
Aaron of the Atlanta Bri
and Willie Mays of the
Francisco Giants, two
baseball's all-time greats,
among the leading vote-gel
in the early returns for the
National League All-Star sq
it was announced today.

Aaron, who has appeare
20 All-Star games, and M
• who has been in 21, are
leaders in the voting
outfield berths. Aaron,
boasted a .317 average wit
homers through games
Wednesday, June 9, has 6:
votes In balloting condtteto
the fans while Mays, wl
average stood at .329 witl
homers, had 60,040.

Willie Stargell of the
tsburgh Pirates, the m
league leader in homers •
20, is slightly ahead of
Brock of the St. Louis Cardi
in the balloting for the t
outfield spot. Stargell has
votes while Brock has 24,03',
Catcher Johnny Bench of
Cincinnati Reds leads all
vote-getters with 69,506 v
and appears to be lands
winner for his position. Ben
closest competition co
frmm Jerry Grote of the
York Mets, who has 8,102 vl
The closest race so far
shortstop where New Yo
Bud Harrelson holds a s

Weiskopf I
His Golf C
By ROYAL BRIGHTBIL
CHARLOTTE, N.C.(UP
Tom Weiskopf, the first n
leader of the $150,000 Ken
Open, never touches his
clubs when he goes horn(
Bedford, Ohio.
"I shoot my rifles and
shotgun, I party and do th
with my wife," he
Thursday after touring the
72 Quail Hollow Corse wit
dazzling 66.
"There's lots more thing
do besides play golf," Weis
said.
Weiskopf, a tall, hands
golfer who values home
friends, swept over the I
yard course with six birdies
had a brush with a boge)
the 16th hole when he fell s
of the green, but saved
with .a shot from the bu
that put him two and a
feet from the pin.
"I putted exceptionally w
Weiskopf said. "I didn't c
close to three-putting. I n
just about every makeable
I had to make.",
Miller Barber, Jim COIl
and
Charles Sifford
Sisolak were tied for sm
with initial rounds of 68,
under.
I.
Lee Trevino and
Hinson, who tied the co
record of 65 in the pr
event, were among 'nine go
three strokes behind at 89
Arnold Palmer was on
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Orioles Make It 10 Straight
With Victory Over Minnesota
By JOE CARNICELL1
UPI Sports Writer
The Baltimore Orioles have
rival American League managers shaking their heads again.
One is Bill Rigney, who saw
the Orioles complete a threegame sweep of his Minnesota
Twins Thursday night with a
12-0 rout. And another is
Detroit's Billy Martin, whose
Tigers keep winning in the AL
East but fail to gain ground on
the front-running Orioles. The
Tigers made it three victories
in a row and five in their last
seven games Thursday night
with a 3-2 triumph over the
Milwaukee Brewers.
Streaking Frank Robinson
drove in five runs witha homer
and two singles and Jim
Palmer spaced out six singles
to gain his ninth victory of the
season as the Orioles crushed
Minnesota. It was the eighth
consecutive victory for the
defending World Champions
and the 10th in their last 11
games.
"I still bear down when I get
a lot of runs," said Palmer,
who recorded his ninth corn-
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Giants Getting No
Competition In NL

plete game and first shutout of
the season. "I try to pitch
basically the same kind of
game whether it's close or a
Laugher. I'm conscious of my
earned run average. If you give
up runs, it goes up.
"The Twins are fastball
hitters and I'm a fastball
pitcher," he explained. "I think
getting out in front of them the
way we did (10-0 after four
innings) demoralized them.
Harmon Killebrew, I know, saw
only two fastballs the two
games before this one.
"We always play well at
home," Palmer added. But I
was beginning to think we were
in for a bad season until two
weeks ago. We were scoring
runs but giving up more.
Things have sure changed
around."
Elsewhere in the AL, Cleveland ripped Chicago 9-0, New
York edged California 3-2 and
the Kansas City-Washington
game was rained out.

Angeles 4-2, Atlanta downed
Houston 2-1, Montreal edged
an Francisco 3-1 and Pitand San Diego downed New the first place Mets. St. Louis
By FRED MCMANE
sburgh stopped St. Louis 3-1.
trials New York by only .001.
York 4-2.
UPI Sports Writer
Norm Cash's 13th homer of
Clay Kirby pitched a fourThe San Francisco Giants In American League action,
the season—a two-run shot in
hitter and Nate Colbert broke a
Minnesota
12routed
Baltimore
seem intent on turning the
the sixth inning, gave the
2-2 tie with his 13th homer as
National League Western Divi- 0, Cleveland crushed Chicago 9victory over
tigers their
the Padres downed the Mets.
sion into a pennant race, but 0, Detroit edged Milwaukee 3-2
Milwaukee. Cash, who homered
Kirby struck out 13, a club
they're having trouble finding and New York topped Califort.o win the game the night
record, in besting Nolan Ryan.
Washington
at
Kansas
nia
3-2.
before, followed a walk to
any suitable challengers.
End Kranepool had a two-run
Willie Horton with his homer,
The Giants, who have led the City was rained out.
homer for the Mets.
Reserve
infielder
Terry
HarNL West since the start of the
taking the AL lead in that
season, dropped their eighth mon scored two runs and drove
department. Joe Coleman
game in their last nine starts in another as the Phillies beat
pitched a five-hitter to boost his
record to 6-2.
Thursday night when they lost the Dodgers. Rick Wise allowed
The victory left the Tigers in
to the Montreal Expos 3-1. Los Angeles only seven hits,
third place, 41
/
2 games behind
However, the Giants once again including Willie Davis' first
failed to lose any ground and homer of the year.
the torrid Orioles. "Hell, what
are you going to do about it?"
still lead the division by seven Hank Aaron tripled home a
run in the first and scored on a
games.
said Martin. "We've got to just
Just
as
long
San
keep on winning.
Francisco's slide has single by Orlando Cepeda as
been softened by the ragged the Braves hung on to defeat
as we win, I don't care about
play of its nearest competitors, the Astros. Tom Kelley pitched The Murray Recreation Softthem. They can win all they
Los Angeles and Houston. The no-hit ball for six innings and ball League opened its season
want .. Then when hey cool off,
Dodgers, who trail the Giants allowed only three hits before Wednesday night at the Dexter
we've got to keep winning."
by seven games, have compiled Cecil Upshaw bailed him out of field. In the first game, Pritchett
Ray Fosse had a three-run
only a 5-4 record during the a ninth inning ham.
homer and Ted Uhlaender
defeated Carr 11 Volkswagen 16-1
doubled in two more runs as
Giants' tailspin while Houston, Bob Robertson's 12th homer and Beale's outlasted Moose in a
TENNIS LESSONS AT PARK—Gary Homan, left, and Chuck which is nine games out of first of the year and the seven-hit freewheeling game 20-19.
the Indians crushed Chicago.
In the National Leagus
pitching of Steve Blass sparked
Fosse homered after a walk..to Cooper are the new tennis instructors at the Murray City Park. place, is even worse at 3-6.
action, San Diego topped New
Despite the Giants' luck in Pittsburgh's victory, which The Murray Softball League
Ray Lamb, who won his third Honman will be teaching beginners and intermediates and Cooper
York 4-2, Philadelphia beat Los
straight game to lift his record will teach advanced and adults. Enrollmen$ will begin today and maintaining a commanding threw the NL East into a three- consists of the following teams:
to 4-2, and a single to Graig end Monday, June 14. Also *reseed crafts, basketball, and sports lead, manager Charlie Fox is way tie for first. The Pirates Carrico, Dexter, Pritchett's,
clinics will be conducted. The classes will last for seven weeks. beginning to voice some con- technically remained in third Moose
Carroll
Lodge,
Nettles.
Thurman Munson scored the For information call Chuck Cooper, 767-2450, or Barry Polston, cern over the team's recentylace but are only .008 behind Volkswagen, Outsiders,
misfortunes.
deciding run in the sixth inning 753-7640.
Kegheads, and amens.
"I'm no psychologist but I Junior Golf Winners
when he scored from third on a
The league will play all of its
can tell you we're not hitting.
wild pickoff attempt by catcher
games on Dexter field on WedWe can't put it all together. At Calloway Announced
Johnny Stephenson as the
nesday, Thursday and Sunday
We're leaving too many men on
Yankees squeezed past Califorevenings.
base," said Fox. "I'd say our Winners in the Calloway
nia.
pitching is okay but I think our County Club junior golf program
With the Yankees leading 2-1
two big men could pitch better. for this week have been an- contractwith the National
in the sixth, Munson walked,
Football League club.
But you can't throw the whole nounced and are as follows:
took second on pitcher Tom
load to them all the time. I 11 and under age group—Girls,
Murphy's wild pickoff throw,
lead
over
Don
Kessinger
of
the
YORK (UPI)—Han
NEW
noticed we're still seven games Tammy Boone, winner; Mary
moved to third on an infield out
Aaron of the Atlanta Braves Chicago Cubs. Harrelson has
ahead
but I'm not concerned Ann Littleton, middle score.
and scored when Stephenson's
and Willie Mays of the San received 29,614 votes while
about the other teams. I only Boys, Howard Boone, winner;
pickoff throw sailed into left
Francisco Giants, two of Kissinger has 27,926.
filed.
want this team to start Greg Garland and Greg Cohoon,
baseball's all-time greats, are Willie McCovey of the San
tie for middle score.
winning."
Stan
Bahnsen
allowed
only
among the leading vote-getters Francisco Giants, despite hav- five
12 and 13 age group—Girls,
CARNICELLI
JOE
By
hits in gaining his fifth
newspaper interview. Boyer Carl Morton did the Giants in
in the early returns for the 1971 ing been injured part of the
Sheree Brandon, winner; Sharon
Writer
UPI
Sports
victory
against
six
losses.
asked
for
his
release
in
the
National League All-Star squad, season, leads Orland Cepeda of
was interview and Richards granted Thursday night with a seven Fandrich, middle score. Boys,
today
Clete Boyer
Atlanta by more than 10,000
hitter as the Expos swept the Gary Sullivan, winner; Tim
it was announced today.
soon
be It after Boyer .handed over a
confident
he
would
votes in the balloting for first
three-game series. John Bate- Philpot, middle score.
back in a baseball uniform 'personal check for 910,000 to
Aaron, who has appeared in baseman. McCovey has reman doubled home the tie- 14 to 17 age group—Girls, Jan
after being fined $1,000 Thurs- the club - to cover a sum
20 All-Star games, and Mays, ceived 37,680 votes to 27,331 for
breaking run in a two-run fifth Shuffett, winner; Julie Oakley,
Offers
Bowie
Commissioner
by
day
had
Richards said Boyer
„. who has been in 21, are the Cepeda despite the fact that
and Morton drove in an middle score. Boys, Larry
Kuhn for betting on football received in advance.
leaders in the voting for Cepeda's credentials thus far
insurance run with a,sacrifice Robinson, winner; Johnny
games.
Now Kuhn is investigating the fly in the eighth.
outfield berths. Aaron, who are more impressive than
Hewitt, middle score
uncondigiven
his
Boyer
was
Buyer's
surrounding
events
boasted a .317 average with 18 McCovey's.
Los Angeles failed to take
By United Press International tional release a week ago by
release by the Braves. Boyer advantage of the Giants' loss
homers through games of Glenn Beckert of the Cubs
National League
he Atlanta Braves and has supposedly was entitled to
Wednesday, June 9, has 65,206 holds a substantial lead over
for the second straight night by NFL SIGNS BRODIE
East
been unsuccessful in catching $15.087 termintion pay under
vases Is 11180011111. Sionerenet of Aden,3arvtair et.. IL***the
•
W.
L.
Pet.
GB
,loaing
to Philadelphia 4-2 and SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)—
1on with another team. Ho-leeks the Players Association Agreethe fans while Mays, whose voting for second base and Joe x-New York
32 21 .604
Houston
war defeated by Quarterback John bred* of Int •
forewarning
that
on
action
by
average stood at .329 with 13 Torre of the Cardinals is well Pittsburgh
ment and there is a strong Atlanta 2-1. In other NL games, San Francisco Forty-Niners
Phone 753-8119
35 23 .603
the commissioner may have possibility that the commissionhomers, had 60,040.
ahead of Ron Santo of the Cubs St. Louis
Thursday signed a one-year
35 24 .593 ... soured a few possible offers
St.
Louis
3-1
Pittsburgh
beat
but
in the balloting for third base. Chicago
28 29 .491 6 thinks Thursday's action may er will rule that the Braves
Willie Stargell of the Pit- Oddly, some of the league's Montreal
24 27 .471 7 put him back on the market. must return the $10,000 check
tsburgh Pirates, the major Lop hitters to date have not Philadelphia
Boyer handed over to gain his
22 33 .400 11
"The commissioner's office release.
COW.,swage" of *forma. ,o<
league leader in homers with fared so well in the early
West
contacted me after I was
20, is slightly ahead of Lou returns. Ralph Garr of Atlanta,
W. L. Pct. GB released," said Boyer. "At the Boyer said he was sorry
about the whole affair but
Brock of the St. Louis Cardinals who is hitting .360, ranks only San Francisco 38 22 .633
time I was talking with a
in the balloting for the third eighth among the outfielders Los Angeles
30 28 .517 7 couple of clubs about signing. added: "I still don't think I did
outfield spot. Stargell has 25,193 while Willie Davis of Los Houston
28 30 .483 9 So he told the clubs to hold up anything wrong. I know a lot of
Angeles, batting .357, is ninth. Atlanta
votes while Brock has 24,032.
28 32 .467 10 signing me pending his deci- people who bet. Good people,
too."
Catcher Johnny Bench of the Nate Colbert of San Diego, who Cincinnati
23 34 .404 131
/
2 sion. He has told me he will
Cincinnati Reds leads all NL has hit 13 homers, is not even San Diego
19 39 .328 18 advise the clubs that anyone is
vote-getters with 69,506 votes listed among the first basemen x-Games behind based on 1st
free to sign me."
York's Ed place team
and appears to be landslide nor is New
BOXING CONVENTIONS
One of the teams supposedly
winner for his position. Bench's Kranepool, who is batting .317.
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI)--Thursday's Results
expressing great interest in The
closest competition comes The fans vote only for the San Diego 4 New York 2,
World Boxing Council and
Boyer
is
the
Oakland
Athletics.
frnun Jerry Grote of the New eight regular positions. Pitchers Montreal 3 Sna Francisco 1
the North American Boxing
The
A's
are
looking
for
a
York Mets, who has 8,102 votes. are selected by the manager, Philadelphia 4 Los Angeles 2
Federation announced jointly
backup man for Sal Bando as Thursday
The closest race so far is at who this year will be Sparky Pittsburgh 3 St. Louis 1
that their
1971
they seek an American League
shortstop where New York's Anderson of the Cincinnati Atlanta 2 Houston 1
conventions will be held conseWestern
Division
title.
Bud Harrelson holds a slight Reds.
cutively in Mexico City later
Today's Probable Pitchers
Regarding the betting charge.
Cincinnati kGullett 6-2) at Boyer said he never bet on any his month.
Chicago (Hands 6-7).
baseball games but admitted he
San Francisco (Stone 4-4) at had placed bets on football.
New York (Williams 1-1), nht. "with a friend."
San Diego (Roberts 4-5) at "It's true a couple of years
Philadelphia (Lersch 4 - 4), ago I made a couple of bets
night.
with a man I thought was a
By ROYAL BRIGIfTBILL
half a dozen at 70, defending Los Angeles (Downing 5-3) at friend," he explained. "But I In Park. League action last
night at City Park, the Braves
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (UPI)— champ Dick Lotz joined a Montreal (Strohmayer 0-1),
never bet on baseball and I won
over the Cubs 9-6.
Tom Weiskopf, the first round group at even 72 and U.S. Open night.
never made a bet with anyone I
Fred Kemp was the winning
leader of the $150,000 Kemper champ Tony Jacklin was one Pittsburgh (Ellis 8-3), at St.
thought was a bookmaker.
Open, never touches his golf over at 73.
pitcher for the Braves and Marty
Louis (Cleveland 5-4), night.
"In any event, the commis.
clubs when he goes home to
Atlanta (Nash 4-4) at Houston sioner has imposed a relatively MeCuiston was the pitcher for the
Bedford, Ohio.
Cubs.
(Blasingame 4-6), night.
small fine and he has assured
Weiskopf is looking for his
Emerson homered for the
"I shoot my rifles and my
Saturday's Games
me there is no reason I can't
first
PGA
victory
since
1968
Braves and Bradshaw walloped a
shotgun, I party and do things
San Francisco at New York
continue
playing
major
when he won the San Diego
league triple for
with my wife," he said
the Cubs.
baseball. As far as I'm
Open and the Buick Open. He Cincinnati at Chicago
Thursday after touring the par
Los Angl at Montreal, night
should end the
concerned,
this
feels
he's
playing
better
than
72 Quail Hollow Corse with a
San Diego at Phila, night
matter."
ever, despite a slow start on
dazzling 66.
Pittsburgh at St. Louis, night
year.
Boyer did say, however, that
the
tour
this
"There's lots more things to
Atlanta at Houston, night
he thought he was "turned ir
do besides play golf," Weiskopf The Kemper is Weiskopf's
by an informer" but failed tc
American League
said.
Murray State's mile relay
the 1971
tournament
of
expand
on that.
18th
East
Weiskopf, a tall, handsome
has three
The 34-year-old third base. team, quartermiler Tommie
and
he
season,
W.
L.
Pct.
GB
golfer who values home and
Turner, and three-miler Jim
Inishes in the top 10.
34 19 .642 ... man's problems began when he
Baltimore
friends, swept over the 7,278
Krejci will run in the United
the
blasted
Paul Richards.
32 23 .582 3
Boston
yard course with six birdies. He
Field
Braves' vice president of States Track and
31
25
Detroit
.554
41
/
2
,had a brush with a bogey on
Federation meet this weekead in
baseball
Maria.
and
operations,
26
28
Cleveland
.481
8
/
1
2
the 16th hole when he fell short LINZY DISABLED
25 31 .446 10% ger Luman Harris in a Wichita, Kansas.
New York
of the green, but saved par ST. LOUIS (UPI)—Relief
The mile relay is made up of
Washington
19 35 .352 15%
with s shot from the bunker pitcher Prank tansy was placed
Fred Sowerby, Lee Roy'
West
Washington (McLain 4-10 at McGinnis,and Turner. The relay,
that,put him two and a half on the disabled list Thursday by
W. L. Pct. GB California (C. Wright 6-41.
the St. Louis Cardinals after
Unlike most 4-door sedans, our enDon I answer yet
feet -from the pin.
champion of the Ohio Valley
Oakland
- 38 19 .667 .. night.
The car in the picture is o Volkswagen
gine gets about twenty-two miles to the
"I putted exceptionally 'well" suffering multiple fractures
Conference, Tennessee's
Kansas
City
23
23
.549
7
•
Boston (Tiant 0-9) at Kansas Dogwood Relay, the Kentucky
And, as you con see, it has four doors.
gallon
Weiskopf said. "I didn't come below the eye and i the sinus
Minnesota
27 30 .474 II City (K. Wright 2-2), night.
It s our new 411 4-Door sedan,
Like most 4-door sedans, our 411 ofclose to three-putting. I ma area in a collision with first
Relays, and several other meets
27 31 .466 11% Minnesota (Blyleven 6-7) at
California
like most 4-door sedans, our 411 gives
fers a lot of options. Automatic transjust about every makeable putt baseman Bob Buda Wednesdiy
during the season, has a best time:
20 31 .392 19 Detroit (Chance 1-6), night.
Chicago
the people in the bock almost as much
mission, radial tires, rear-window denight against Atlanta.
for the year of 3:06.3.
I had to make."
Milwaukee
20 32 .385 15% Milwaukee (Pattin 6-5) at
roorr;!, as the people in the front.
fogger, to name a few.
Gilbert,
Miller Barber', Jim
the NCAA
Turner,
who
won
Thursday's Results
Unlike most 4-door sedans, though,
Unlike most 4-dcor sedans, those opCleveland (Dunning 5-4), night Indoor 600-yard dash last winter
Charles Sifford and Tom
Baltimore 12 Minnesota 0
there s also room for luggage in the
tions are included in the price of the car
Chicago (Horlen 0-2) at was second in the NCAA querSisolak were tied for second PIRATES RECALL 2
front as well as in bock
Cleveland 9 Chicago 0
Now you can answer if you like
Baltimore (McNally 8-4), night termile last summer, has a best
with initial rounds of 68, tour PITTSBURGH (UPI)—Pitdi- Detroit 3
like most 4-door secinns our 4 1 1 has
(Yes , I 1 No
Milwaukke 2
era
Raymon
Hernandez
and
Saturday's
r Gaines
time of 46 flat in the quarter this
under.
or engine
Larry Frank' Brosseau were recalled Wash at Kan City, ppd., rain New York at'Oakland
season. His beet time ever in the
Lee Trevino and
New York 3 California 2
Washington at California, niv,fit event is 45.5. Krejci's best time in
Hinson, who tied the course temporarily Thursday by the (Only games scheduled)
Pittsburgh
Pirates
to
take
up
a
Boston at Kansas City, night
the three-mile is 14.00.5.
record of 65 in the pro-am
Today's Probable Pitchers
Minnesota at Detroit Bother 'Turner and the mile
event, were among 'nine golfers slack or the roster left by New York
(Kline
,
4-5)
at
injuries arid military reserve
Milwaukee at Cleveland
relay finished third in last year's
three strokes behind at 69.
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Oakland (Hunter 9-3), night.
Thicago at Baltimore, night
TSTFF meet.
Arnold Palmer was one of duty.
Open Mon. thru Sal 7:30 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.

Pritchett,
Beale Win
In Softball

Aaron And Mays
Lead In NL
All-Star Race

Clete Boyer Not
Worried Over Fine

Standings

\ MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
Now

AIR
CONDITIONING
SERVICE

Weiskopf Never Touches
His Golf Clubs At Home

Braves Top Cubs
In Park League

MSU Thinlies In
Weekend Meet

Have two doors kept you out of a Volkswagen?

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
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She's sensible,
not sensuous
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: This is not a letter seeking advice, it is a
statement of horror at the vulnerability of the female species. After reading a best seller which instructs women on
how to be "sensuous," I have concluded that I am certainly
not sensuous, nor do I want to be!
If a man has to take i'rwoman for a "trial run" as if
she were an automobile, I'll probably be called back to the
factory due to a leaky fuel pump. And according to the
author's more descriptive passages, I'd say she is well on
her way to her 50th six-thousand-mile check-up. I hope her
muffler falls off!
It gives me a pain in the pocketbook to realize that I
spent $1.25 for that book. Sign me.
SENSIBLE, NOT SENSUOUS

(Love Studio Photo)

Miss Jeanette Nance

DEAR SENSIBLE: You're beautiful!

DEAR SOMETHING: Don't trick bias into fatherhood.
He maay Never forgive you—or the child. U you can't persuade bias that children would enrich your lives, better to
content yourself with something missing- than to betray
hien with "something added."

DEAR ABBY: I am writing to you about my sister. She
is 13 years old and she hasn't had one date yet. She's no
beauty, but she's not a mess either. She's tried the most
exotic perfumes and she dresses in the latest styles, but it
hasn't helped her. I am thinking of asking some of the boys
at school to please date my sister to get her started to lift
her spirits. I would even be glad to give the guy five bucks.
What do you think of this approach?
HER 1S-YEAR-OLD BROTHER
DEAR BROTHER: A 13-year-old girt who hasn't had
one date yet is hardly an "old maid." Don't offer to pay a
guy to date your sister or bell wonder what's wrong with
ber. II abet basil had a date by the time sloe's IL you
might arrange a "blhad date" for her. But don't ask anyone
wise knows her to take her out at 11. [It's unlucky!)
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LUCKY" IN OMAHA: Thanks for
letting me know that all is well. Sometimes • good scare
can do more fee a girl than 111 lectures.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to 41111Y. Box MN, Los Angeles. Cal.
sew. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
send 51 to Abby. lox 07110, Los Angeles, Cal, Mk.

NOTICE

Electrolux, manutacturer of vacuum cleaners,
floor polishers and carpet shampooers, now
represented by Donald.0smus of Murray for
Calloway County and surrounding area.
For Sales or Service Phone 753-9808
Donald Osmus
Murray Rt, 2, Box 249
Two miles north of 5-Points

Mrs. Eula Nance of Murray Route Three announces the
engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter,
Jeanette, to Carl T. Brown, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brown of
Benton Route Three.
The bride-elect is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
The groom-elect is a 1969 graduate of South Marshall High
School and is now employed at the General Tire and Rubber
Company at Mayfield.
The wedding will be held at the home of the groom-elect's
parents on Saturday,July 3 at seven o'clock in the evening.
No formal invitations are being sent, and. all friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

ta140444,\\

FBIRTHSj

McKenzie, Tenn., are the parents
of a baby boy, Charles Ray,
weighing nine pounds,six ounces,
born on Friday, June 4, at the
Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn.
The new father is principal of
the Upper Grade School at
McKenzie, Tenn.
The paternal grandmother is
Mrs. Clara Garrett of Gates,
Tenn., and the maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Stuart
Huckaby of Murray Route One.
Great grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. Weaver of Oak Ridge,
Tenn., and Mrs. Minnie Huckaby
of Lake City, Tenn.

.
4

DEAR ABBY . When my husband and I were married,
we agreed that we would have no children. We were both in
our early twenties at the time. Re came from a poor family
and struggled thru college and medical school on scholarships. I came from a broken home and wanted to be certain
our marriage would work before bringing children into the
world.
My husband is now a physician and I am teaching, and
we could easily support a family, but my husband doesn't
want children. He feels that they would tie us down.
He is a devoted husband and I'm sure he'd make a fine
father. We are good friends as well as lovers and enjoy
traveling and a sense of freedom only childless couples
know.
When I mention children, he says he is happy without
them. I have considered getting' pregnant and then facing
the lane. Should I honor his wishes and my promise, or
become pregnant and hope that he will be as happy as I,
once the baby comes? I am 31 and time is running out.
SOMETHING MISSING

Miss Patricia Butler Becomes Bride Of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Archer of Ronnie Kimbro At Locust Grove Church

Mr. and Mrs. Allen Jones are
now residing at their new home at
503 Richardson Street, Murray.
They moved here from Detroit,
Mich., after his retirement after
forty years with General Motors.
He is the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Pleas Jones of Calloway
County. Mrs. Jones' parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John Hanes, arrived
here by the Murray Flying
Service also this week. Mrs.
Hanes is with her daughter and
husband, but Mr. Hanes is a
patient at the Convalescent
Division of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT.
IN ONE HOUR.

Rhonda Lynn is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Dunn of Route One, Box 10,
Murray, for their baby girl,
weighing seven pounds thirteen
ounces, born on Monday, June 7,
at four p.m. at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
They have two sons, Russell
Allen, age three, and Randy
Alan, age nineteen months. The
father is employed at the College
State
Farm for Murray
University.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Louie Dunn of Dexter and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Henson of
Dexter Route One. Mrs. Lillie
Trimble of Cadiz is a great
randrnother.

Strong, quick-drying T-4-L checks
itch and burning or your 441c back
at any drug counter. Than. in 3-5
day• watch infected skin slough off.
Watch HEALTHY skin appear! NOW
at HOLLAND DRUG CO.

A nA4040.4\

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Kimbro

thyme ,aconp

r*DmAicar't

WALLIS DRUG

KENGAS SPECIAL1

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.
We Specialize In Your Needs

SUE & CHARMS
MONDAYS
June - July - August
-Nis11111110-

'399"

IS MORI TWA 1.4
JUST A WORO
, WITH US

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE
While we are shampooing your
carpet (12' x 15' or larger)
you'll be enjoying a FREE dinner
for two at one of Murray's
finest restaurants.
This offer good for the
month of June.

Will Be Open

-41111111110-

Per
In viral

The

Linda Adana

-411111M11110.

DESTINATION DEATH
\11
14 eon of the Minois Cent
strewn along the tracks ne
Ekven persons have died I

NOME
SWEET HOME
"AGAINX

Craig Elliott Gardone of 1205 Miss Patricia Butler and accessories. White carnations
hostess- can help yo
Mimosa,
Murray,
was Ronnie Kimbro were married on were used for her corsage.
over the anxiety of getdischarged June 8 from the Friday, May 14, in an impressive
ting acquainted in new
After the wedding the couple
Community Hospital, Mayfield. candlelight ceremony at the left for a short unannounced
surroundings and make
Locust Grove Baptist Church.
you feel at "Home
wedding trip and are now at
Club will meet at the home of Rev. Jack Jones, minister of
Sweet Home," again,
home on Murray Route Four.
Mrs. Noble Fuqua at one p.m. the church, performed the
Mrs. Kimbro is employed at
She will bring gifts antr
ceremony at seven-thirty o'clock Standard Textiles and Mr.
vital information frorWI
The Russell Chapel United in the evening.
Kimbro at Lee's Upholstery.
your neighborhood busiad
Methodist Church WSCS will The bride is the daughter of Mr.
ness and civic 1:..aders.
meet at the church.
and Mrs. Carmon Butler of
Call
, NOTICE
Murray Route Two and the
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Phone 153-237*
readers
Our
are
of the Rainbow for Girls will Euel Kimbro of Murray Route
Myrtle Mae Lrogan
reminded that the Ledger
meet at the Masonic Hall at seven Four..
753-1365
& Times will not publish
p.m.
nut Most
weddings or bridal showers
The ceremony was read before
Famous Basket
altar
decorated
that
occurred
thirty
beautifully
days
the
Saturday, June 12
Monday, June 14
in the World',
The Westside Homemakers with two goor wrought iron
previous to the date of
meet
at
at
Club
the
City
will
Park
publication.
containers of white gladioli and
The Charity Ball for the benefit The Euzelian Sunday School
of the Mental Health - Mental Class of the First Baptist Church 10:30 a.m.
large white satin bows flanked
Retardation Clinic will be held at will have a potluck supper at the
the by seven branched candlebra
the Calloway County Country fellowship hall of the church at The Murray Lions Club will on each side.
hold its ladies night meeting at
Mrs. Charles Tidwell, pianist,
Club from nine p.m. to one a.m. 6:30 p.m.
the South Pleasant Grove United presented a program of nuptial
For tickets call Mrs.0. B. Boone,
Method:at
Church
at
0:30
p.m.
Jr. 753-2949 or Mee. Clegg Austin
music including "Because", "I
Phone 153-121z
The Mettle Bell Hays circle di
753-5455.
*
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
the WSCS of the First United The general program meeting Love You Truly", and the I
traditional wedding marches for
We Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Bad
A rummage sale will be held at Methodist Church will have a of the First Baptist Church WMS the processional and the
the American Legion Hall at nine potluck supper at the church at will be held at the churcb at nine recessional.
6:30 p.m.
a.m. with Group III in charge of
am.
Bride's Dress
the program.
The bride was escorted to the
The Suburban Homemakers
Sunday, June 13
altar by her brother, Ricky
Wednesday, June 16
Club will meet at the home of
Butler, and given in marriage by
p.m.
7:30
Murray-Calloway
The
County her parents. She wore a street
The Senior Art Exhibition of Mrs. Holmes Dunn at
or
Senior Citizens Club will meet at length dress of white crepe
Diane Tucker Griffith
of
Palmersville, Tenn.. will be The Olga Hampton BW of the the social hall of the First United fashioned with a high stand up
shown at the Exhibition Hall of Sinking Spring Baptist Church Methodist Church to go to Paris collar and an empire waist and
the Fine Arts Building, Murray will meet at the church at seven Landing State Park for a picnic white long organza sleeves. Her
State University through June 18. p.m. with Mrs. Eugene Jones as with the Paris-Henry County club shoulder length veil was attached
at 10:30 p.m.
Hours are two to seven p.m. on program leader.
to a special head piece.
Thursday, June 17
Sunday and eight am.to ten p.m.
She carried a beautiful bridal
Monday through Friday. No Girl Scout Day Camp will open The Dexter Homemakers Club bouquet of white daisies with
at the campsite by the Jaycee will meet at the Community satin ribbon streamers.
charge.
Farigrounds at 8:30 a.m.
Center at 9:30 a.m.
Miss Lani Major was the maid
The Senior Show of LeAnn
of honor for the bride. She wore a
Evans of Madisonville will be Camp John Currie ConMonday, June 21
street length powder blue knit
shown at the Kappa Pi room, servation Camp will open at 1:30 The Calloway County Red dress with white embroidery
Fine Arts Building, MSU, p.m.
Cross Chapter is urgently in need trim. She carried a bouquet of
through June 18. No charge.
of Water Safety Instructors, white roses.
Tuesday, June 15
Water Safety Aides, and Life Danny Gee served as best man
The BFA Show of Leslie Faith Doran Circle of the WSCS Guards to assist in the Learn-To- for Mr. Kirnbro. The ushers were
Wright, Louisville, will be shown of the First United Methodist Swin Program which will be held Scott Wallace and Wade Hernat the Mary Ed Mecoy Hall Church will meet at the home of June 21 through July 2 at the don.
Gallery, Fine Arts Building, Mrs. F. E. Crawford, 1402 Main Murray State University Pool. The register at the church was
MSU, through June 25. No Street, with Mrs. Bunn Swann as Classes will be held from 3:00 to kept by Miss Kathy Kimbro.
program leader.
charge.
4:00 p.m. and from 6:30 to 9:30
Mrs. Butler, mother of the
p.m., if enough instructors and bride, wore a blue knit dress with
The Murray-Calloway County Circle I of the WSCS of the aides are available. Renewals on white accessories and a corsage
Shrine Club will have its monthly First United Methodist Church certificates will be issued to those of white carnations.
The groom's mother was atfamily breakfast at the Holiday will meet at the social hall at two who volunteer. Call the Red Cross
p.m. with Mrs. Joe Baker and chapter office, Phone 753-1421 if tired in an orchid dress with navy
Inn at nine a.m.
Mrs. Charlie Hale as hostesses. you are qualified to assist.
Members of the First Christian
Church, 111 North 5th Street, will The Gooe9 Shepherd United
honor Rev. and Mrs. David C. Methodist Church WSCS will
Resale Range
Roos with a reception at the meet at the church at two p.m.
Slightly Damaged
church from 2. 30 to four p.m.
The coldwater Homemakers

411111.11110,4111.1111110- .1.11111m. -4111111.o. 411111.1110•
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Phone: 753-9999

NOW GOING FOR

9995
$1
Gallery model, fully automatic cooking,
continuous clean oven.
Color - Avocado
Other Specials to Choose From
SEE

KENGAS
For All Your Range Needs
Railroad Avenue Murray, Ky.
Phone: 753-1823

By Jim Meek

TONTI, Ill. (UPI)—An
person died early today
juries suffered Thursday
the "City of New OH(
passenger train derailed
here at 90 miles an hour.
Authorities said Mrs.
McKinney, 38, died in
Samaritan Hospital in n
Ho:
Vernon.
Mount
spokemen declined to reve
nature of her injuries.
Nearly 100 other persons
inured as the Amtrak
operated by the Illinois C
idkillroad, jumped the h
sending seven passenger
-Arid 206 persons sprawling
the right-of-way.
IC officials said a locked
on the lend &mei
e.
causI.
derailment.
Authorities said it wa
nation's most deadly rail n
since 1962. Three of the de
not been identified by
y.
Law,
James
II
• superintendent for the IC
; late Thursday the derai
was caused by a locked
wheel on the lead engine.
.

The
:ef
el:,
noticeablealtfur
rigirs
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ti

.Grassland
'Field Day
June

r

Ivet

LEXINGTON, KY.—Profi
hrage production systems
estock enterprises wil
!eatured at the sixth al
Kentucky Grasslands Field
Thursday, June 17.
Those who attend will heal
see and hear how Leon Ci
and Richard Greenwell
ased good land managem
forages,and livestock to ina
returns from each acre.
About two-thirds of I
Creech's farm near Erninen
Henry County is used to pro
forage for 65 milk cows.
Richard Greenwell, man
of Springhift Farm,
EtallardsvWe in Oldham Co
produces forages for 200
cows and 150 ewes. Calves or
farm are, wintered and soh
slughter after_a grazing and
finishing period.
The program will start or
Creech Farm at 9 a.m. (E
Dr. Charles E. Barnhart,De
the University of Kent'
College of Agriculture. wil
the noontime speaker. Lc
sponsored by the banks of H
and Oldham counties and
Production Credit Associa
be served at Sprin
will
Farm.
While touring the fat
at groups will see and hear a
the double-cropping system
yields two silage crops from
same land in one year;
varieties of grasses, 'elm]
and small grains; crop respo
to soil treatments; and Is
saving hay harvesting et
ti ment.
; Fanners. agri-businessrn
sand all interested persons
linvited to take part in the t
which will close at 4.00 p.m

I
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Story of Patty Duke _____

City Council

•••

(Coatiaued from Page 11
(Continued from Page II
muleback?"
John Edd Scott was sworn into C
"Three days. senor."
Mayor Ellis• Scott
"Then," said the engineer, „you office by Ma
Weaver who
replaces
Max
the
ITWI understand the benefit
resigned from the council
road will be to you. You will be

Today's Stock
Market

omeback For Veteran Star—Age 25!

able to take your produce to
market and return home in
the same day."
"Very good, senor," the native
agreed courteously. "But, senor,
what shall we do with the other
two days?"
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Max B. Hurt on their 50th.
wedding anniversary today.

Art Guild...
(Continued from Page 1)
Assistant Professor of Music at
Murray State University. In
addition, square
dancing
exhibitions will be given by local

clubs.

DESTINATION DEATH—Debris of four locomotive units and
14 cars of the Illinois Central Railroad's City of New Orleans Iles
strewn along the tracks near Tonti, ill., where the train derailed.

Auditions for the program will
be held on June 12 at Murray
State University in the Recital
Hall of the Fine Arts Building.
Clark is particularly interested in
2ountry and western, gospel, and
folk musicians.

Eleven persons have died from injuries sustained in the accident.

11 Persons Die
In Irwiqin Wreck

Hospital Report
June 9, 1971
ADULTS 99
NURSERY 6

because of a conflict. Scott led the
ticket in the council race in the
recent primary.
Scott was named as chairman
of the Traffic Committee, ViceSpecial
the
chairman
of
Problems Committee and a
member of the Street Committee.
The council voted to purchaall
two Refuse Collection Vehicles
last night. The vehicles are small
end have a dump body and will be
ised to collect garbage house to
louse, rather than to use so many
nen in this operation. The use of
hese small vehicles speeds up
;arbage collection, saves wear
ind tear on the large compactor
reduces
trucks, and
.ype
iverhead according to Dave
the
Nillis,
of
Chairman
ianitation Committee of the

Belmont Equipment Company
won the low bid with the Cushman at a cost of $5,582 for the two.
'fanning Equipment Company
)id $5,890.00 on the Little Joe
vehicle with Belmont getting the
Nmitract.
The ordinance which made
North Eighth Street one-way
between Main and Olive Street

was repealed.
The council will ask for bids on
a new pumper truck for the Fire
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Department to be ready by 1972
Baby Girl Leslie (Mrs. Aileen and on a new ladder truck for
Leslie), Rt. 8, Murray.
delivery in July of 1973. James
Rudy Allbritten, Chairman of the
Fire Committee of the Council
DISMISSALS
said, and the train traveled about
Miss
Ruth
told
Ann
the council that the city is
Barrow,
Rt.
2,
a mile and a half with the wheel
TONTI, ill. UPI)—An
locked. This built up a "false Hazel, Miss Niva Elsie Barnett, fulfilling the requisites of the
person died early today of in- flange" or ridge on the wheel, he- Rt. 5, Murray, Miss Phyllis Lynn Kentucky Inspection Bureau, for
juries suffered Thursday when said, and when the engine went Wiley, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. a lower fire insurance rate for the
the "City of New Orleans" over a coupling, the wheels left Sharon Gayle Jones, 711 Hardy, city.
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Marilyn Dean The Bureau, the agency which
passenger train derailed near the track.
here at 90 miles an hour.
Henry Haney, the engineer, Williams, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. sets fire insurance rates in
Authorities said Mrs. Clara then "cleared the clock" railroad Lillie Mae Taylor, Rt. 2, Hazel, Kentucky, informed the city that
McKinney, 38, died in Good parlance for pulling
the Mrs. Edmonia Spann, 502 S. 221, in order to obtain lower fire inSamaritan Hospital in nearby emergency brake, Law said. But Murray, Mrs. Pamela Hoke and surance rates, it would have to
Vernon.
Hospital by that time the brown and Baby Girl, 307 N. 7th, Murray, order a pumper and ladder truck,
Mount
spokemen declined to reveal the orange cars were piling up and Mrs. Brenda Sue Manker and provide the bureau with a map
Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. showing the complete water
ruiture of her injuries.
flying from the track.
.kNearly 100 other persons were Dick Gordon, a truck driver Ola Katherine Miller, Rt. 1, distribution system and fire plugs
injured as the Amtrak train, from Salem, at., watched as the Hazel, Martin Walls Bailey, Rt. 2 in the city, and to institute a
operated by the Illinois Centre lead engine "started weaving and Box 37, Murray, Riley Columbus training program with regular
uliMilroad, jumped the tracks, from then on it was a blur of dust Crawford, 407 N. 5th, Murray, and volunteer firemen. All of
sending seven passenger cars and dirt as the cars left the Mrs. Lui4 Bucy, Rt. 5 Box 68, these requisites are being acMurraynIrs. Stella Shoemaker complished and the city expects
-ltrid 206 persons sprawling along track."
Futrell, Rt. 6, Murray, Harbard to drop from sixth class to fifth
the right-of-way.
Barbara Bennington, 20, a
Oakley Blame, 405 Cherry St., class in fire insurance rating.
IC officials said a locked wheel
Murray,
Mrs.
Zorabelle This move may come as early as
on the Mod diesel caused the
ciloca5nik7
I, duru1bn.
,L Dexter, nextteL
rIr
eask
.lressie H. Roane, National A new typewriter will be
Authorities said it was the
Hotel, Murray.
°
ILL
purchased for the Chief of
nation's most deadly rail mishap
•
•
Police's office. Pushbutton
since 1982. Three of the dead had
DESPERATE
phones will replace dial phones in
not been identified by early
CHAMIDAL:Ni
BRIDGEROOM
the city hall.
LAMBERSART,
France Chief Brown and three
AN\ mATTOoN
Law,
James
Illinoi
(UPI)—First the mayor's jani- policemen will attend the Ken
; superintendent for the IC, sat
tor reported someone had tucky Peace Officers Association
; late Thursday the derailinen
stolen his 26 rabbits. Then he convention in Louisville with the
H4"
)
was caused by a locked rea .0"=""•••••••T
lost his 10 chickens. And finally city paying $265.00 toward their
ST. LOUIS
wheel on the lead engine.
his nine pigeons.
expenses.
CARBONDALE
Police arrested the thief, Barry Polston, City Recreation
„ The malfunction was not
MO.
seconds after he was married Director made a report to the
/ noticeable to the engineer, Law
PADUCAH
in the mayor's office.
council on the summer activities
The young man told authori- being planned for residents of the

• •• •
DURING the year preceding
the baby's birth, Patty had been
a favorite subject of Hollywood
writers because of her romance
with young Desi Arnaz Jr. with
whom she recently visited Deal,
Sr., at the tatter's palatial home
in Baja, California — to, no
doubt, discuss the youngsters'
future lives --together 4:tr apart.
Mama Lucy Ball disapproved of
their possible marriage.
With the arrival of the baby
came a new kind of peace and
accomplishment for Patty. She
told me she wanted to go right
to work, and three weeks afterwards, she started before the
cameras in a "Romeo and Juliet"-type story, "The Glass
Hammer." How did she do?
Producer Aaron Spelling told
me, "She was the most professional actress I've known with
Barbara
of
the exception
Stanwyck." And Barbara Stanv.,yck holds a standing in the
professional community that is
considered untouchable. It is so
high
Patty's role in the film has
her playing a young girl whose
romance with a Japanese-Amer-

t Grassland
Field Day
Set June 17

ties he had stolen the animals city in local parks.
because he was too poor to buy Councilman Willis asked that a
anything for the reception, but drinking fountain be
meWHIS
installed for
promised to repay the cost as employees of the
Murray
college student who was in the soon as possible. Janitor and
Sanitation System
at the
dining car when the accident police agreed and the newlywed
seadquarters on 641 North.
occurred, said, "the train jerked was released.
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper
about three times and then we
reported on the recent fire school
were rolling like we were in the OLERICEI TRADED'
at Lexington for which he was
LEXINGTON, KY.—Profitable
air. I thought I was dead but then
ST. LOUIS (UPI) — Dave me of the instructors.
forage production systems and
I got up. I didn't even feel Olerich, a 8-2, 225-pound lineChief of Police Brown reported
livestock enterprises will be
anything at first."
backer, was traded Wednesday on citations issued from May 24
featured at the sixth annual
Mrs. Melvin Maxie of Tonti was by the St. Louis Cardials to the
through June 6 as follows: unKentucky Grasslands Field Day,
me of the first to reach the scene. Houston Oilers for a high draft necessary
noise 6; no state inThursday, June 17.
"Oh,it was just awful," she said, pick. Olerich is a four-year
spection sticker 8; DWI 13, wrong
Those who attend will be able to
"they were screaming. It was a National Football League veter- way
on one way street 1; public
3ee and hear how Leon Creech
twisted mass. People were an with two seasons at San
drunkenness 7; reckless driving
and Richard Greenwell have trapped
and trying to crawl out of Francisco and the last two
6; disorderly conduct 5; speeding
used good land management ,
years with St. Louis.
the windows.
5; disregarding stop sign 3; no
forages,and livestock to increase
Deputy Sheriff Gail Miller, the
operator's license 8;* fleeing
returns from each acre.
first law enforcement officer on
police officer 2; no registration
About two-thirds of Leon the scene, said, "the front engine
plates 1; no city sticker 2; illegal
Creech's farm near Eminence in
was burning big. People were
possession of alcohol 1. Twenty
Henry County is used to produce
dragging other people down the
wrecks were reported, 18 imforage for 65 milk cows.
road. Some people with broken
proper parking tickets issued and
Richard Greenwell, manager arms were walking and other
eight breaking and entering
of Springhill Farm, near people were helping people with
cases reported. Of the cases
Ballardsville in Oldham County, broken legs. They were getting
charged, 21 were filed away and
produces forages for 200 beef the hell out of there.
47 were tried as charged.
cows and 150 ewes. Calves on this

!

the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture, will bt
the noontime speaker. Lungh,
The Caldwell County War
sponsored by the banks of Henry
Memorial Hospital Auxiliary
and Oldham counties and the
members will sponsor their
Production Credit Association,
fourth annual antique show and
Springhill
will be served at
sale Friday and Saturday, June
Farm.
18 and 19, in the Caldwell County
While touring the farms,
High School Gymnasium on West
about
groups will see and hear
Main Street in Princeton.
the double-cropping system that
yields two silage crops from the The sale will be held from 10 till
same land in one year; new 10 Friday, and 10 till 8 Saturday.
varieties of grasses, legumes, Admission will be one dollar.
and small grains; crop responses Quality dealers will be present,
to soil treatments; and labor- with exhibits from as far away as
;
f saving hay harvesting equip- Florida. Excellent food will also
;ment.
be featured,and free parking will
Farniers. agri-businessmen be offered. For further inand all interested persons are ormation. contact Mrs. Bernard
Invited to take part in the tour, Jones at 365-2565.
which will close at 4:00 p.m.

1
1

•

When you buys specially-equipped 1971 Fury V-8 or Scamp
Plymouth will pick up the tab on the automatic transmission.

Whether you're looking for something special in a big car or a small
car, when you come to our place
you've come to the right place Because now you can get into our
big Furys specially-equipped with
air conditioning, power steermg
POwer disc brakes and other popular options, and the automat,c
transmission is on Plymouth

HOME

Arm- Thursday.
walk
The figures were presented to
as he a subcommittee of the Senate

at a Public Works
Committee which
news conference, part of Is
investigating charges federal
an all-day ceremony honofficials failed to respond
oring him at his home town
prorNitly to the need of quake
in Wapakoneta, Ohio.
victims.

Or buy America's newest lowpriced compact Plymouth Scamp.
with vinyl roof, white sidewall tires
deluxe wheel covers and more
and the same deal is yours: an
automatic transmission at no extra
charge'
It's a great offer, so come to the
right place now. Well come
through for you
automatically'

■11

Spoil Fury 2-Door Hardtop

for the
Right car at the
Right pricer'
You've got to

COME TO Lp!
•

Senate subcommittee was told

— Neil
strong, first man to
on the Moon, smiles
answers a question
AT

Purchase Area
Hog Market

with an.
automatic
transmission at
no extra charge.

SBA REPRESENTATIVE
A representative of the Small
Business Administration will be
at that Agency's part-time office
in the City Hall on the First Floor,
Paducah, Kentucky, on June 17,
as announced by R. B.
Blankenship, SBA District
Director. The office, operated on
semi-monthly basis every first
and third Thursday, will be open
from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
QUAKE DAMAGE
SAN FERNANDO, Calif
(UPI)--The market value ot
property damaged in the Feb. 9
earthquake totals $360,5 million
in Los Angeles County, a

"Before I came along," Patty today.
said, "kids usually were blond.
trcitalypsesA
be used e
viorti
joynes
after the opening the
DoSh
rle
commercials. Along
svesto
a 30 selectedindbustriallue
an ugly duckling! When I once
chips
showed up tor a soap commer6.c40, up 0
at 9d1e
ad
2it: 7a
ov
nances
g the
57dam
cial I was the only dirty kid
there!" P.S. She got that job- and many more, continuing on 598 issues ott the tape.
to the dramatic career which •
U.S.4Steel and Republic Steel
led to the -Miracle Worker"
,o
st -° to 317'i and
role on Broadway at the age each
respectively.
Armco
tacked on
of 12, winning scores of Broadway awards; then two years Ye to 17% and Bethlehem was
later, winning the Oscar for the unchanged at 21%.
film portrayal of young Helen
Ford gained 1,4 to 631
/
4,
Keller.
Chrysler
t
281
/
4. General
• • •
Motors at 83k2 and American
AFTERWARDS, Patty headMotors at 6/
1
4 were unchanged.
ed to television to win her first
Fractional losers in the
Emmy as a star of her own
television series, playing two chemicals included Du Pont '74
roles
for three years. She to 143'4, Union Carbide kis to
sought desperately to overcome 48%, and Monsanto % to 46%.
her baby image and took on a Dow climbed % to 99%.
role which she'd like to forget—
In the oils Jersey Standard
that of the alcoholic actress in
10St V4 to 78/
1
4. Phillils was
"Valley of the Dolls."
/
4. Texaco
From there, Patty went into unchanged at 321
1
4, Natornas
'another film,"Me Natalie." Last gained 14 to 35/
year, the poignant (again) per- to 92/
1
4 and Superior 2 to 292.
formance in "My Sweet CharUnchanged in the airlines
lie"Anik.r her an Emmy for the Were
UAL at 37%, Pan
—which was so great
TV
It woja sent out te theaters after American at 16%, and Eastern
at zn. American and Trans
having been shown free!
1
4 and
Patty vowed to never return World each rose 113 to 33/
to TV, but now tells me she 30, respectively, while KLM lost
Petty Delai
would not only accept another 34 to 5,5%.
Won Oscar, Emmy
Wan boy is shattered by the television series, but is looking, American
Telephone
was
events surrounding Pearl Har- for one- -she wants to work, be- unchanged at 447k.
cause
she
is
a
pro
and because,
bor.
as she said, she wants the inde• •
pendence of being able to sup"IT'S ONE of the best parts port her own
baby.
I've ever had," Patty said. "I
"Now I'm a mother and have
can really identify with this
new responsibilities," she said.
girl. She doesn't ask for much
"And for the first time in my
out of life and when she finds
life, I look forward to going
what she really wants, she can't
Federal State Market News
home at night. I have someone
have it! She has to fight prejuwho needs me and who needs Service June 11, 1971
dice and the effects of. war
my care_ to Use. My mistakes Kaatucky Purchase Area Hog
which are --kilt about the same
are behind me now and Um Market Report Includes 10
now as" they were in 1941. It's
looking forward to the future?' Buying Stations
a beautiful script.
How about that for a perReceipts: Act. 896 Est. 2400
"I've been knocked down be- fect
example of Women's I.ib?
fore," smiled Patty, recalling
Barrows and Gilts 25c to 50c
the brickbats tossed at her afhigher Sows steady
ter some of her actions in the NO EVIDENCE
past year, "but I've always come
US 1-3 200-230 lbs. $18.25-18.75;
bark."
WIGAN, .England (UPI)—
US 2-4 190-349 lbs. $18.00-18.25;
The comebacks 'go back to a Angler Ronnie Wihie caught a US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $17.25-18.00;
career which started at seven record fish when he booked a 3 US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 816.75-17.25;
for the girl who was born in a pound, 6 ounce red guanard.
Sows
charity ward in a New York But by the time his angling
hospital. She started out in the club got around to
notifying US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $13.00-14.00;
business, as she describes herhim, he'd
destroyed
the US 14 300-550 lbs. $12.50-13.00;
self - "a character actress at
evidence.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $11.50-12.50 few
the age of seven." That's when
"We ate it kir supper," he down to 911.00
she was doing commercials and
started a trend for kids in them. said Thursday. .
Boars $10.03 to $11.00.

iv/mouth
'
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Annual Antique
Show And Sale
Set, Princeton

By

HOLLYWOOD
At 25, an
Oscar and Emmy-award winner is making a comeback!
Now, comebacks are nothing
new to Hollywood—but at 25?
We are all quite accustomed to
hearing stars' retirement plans
- voluntary or otherwise, only
to soon find they are planning
a "comeback." After all, it's all
part of the business of shov
But when a star makes a come
back at the ripe young age or
25, well it's news. The star ir
Patty Duke.
After a year away from the
movie cameras and a year of
mat personal turmoil, Patty
DIke tells me she's fine and
planning to remain at work
Without a hitch. The reasons are
simple--she needs the money
and wants to support her baby,
born earlier this year, named
Sean Duke. Yes, his last name
Is his mother's, Duke. She had
been married at the time of the
child's birth but it was a strange
marriage—a short-lived one, in
the common acceptance. Patty
and her husband were together
but a month, after which lawyers set about to end it.

I

slughter after_a grazing and short
finishing period.
The program will start on the
Creech Farm at 9 a.m. (EDT).
Dr. Charles E. Barnhart,Dun of

NEW
YORK
market opened narrowly higher

in relatively moderate trading

ARMY ARCHERD
C. Oral Prcas 48410Ciati011
Correspondent
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CAPITAL IDEAS ABROAD

Red China asserting
influence in Tanzania
By RAY FicHUGH
Copley News Service
DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania
- The laughing
black
youngsters watched the Sunday
morning worshipers emerge
from the English service at the
old
German
Lutheran
cathedral, sorted out the
tourists and then darted to
them.
'Want to buy?"
From
inside
folded
newspapers they produced
brand-new editions of the
•Ilioughts of Mao" in the
familiar red cover - editions

they picked up free at the
nearby Chinese information
office.
The scene was a strange
capsule of this country's
history.
A German colony before
World War I, Tanganyika
became a British possession in
1918 and won independence in
1960. In 1963, it merged with the
offshore islands of Zanzibar
and Pemba to form Tanzania
Today this is one of the most
controversial nations in black
Africa and the focal point of
Chinese Communist efforts to
gain a foothold on the dark
continent. It also boasts one of

Crossword Puzzle

MSWIIf to Yesterday's Puzzle

000 00000 002
OOD 00000 ORB
M00000 =MOO
00M 00000
0000 000 MOOM
000 00U 013003
010 000 00M 00
00000 DOG 00D
MOOD 00M OEM
0000M MOM
0003100 0000110
000 MOODO
300 M0000 OMR

DOWN

ACROSS
1 Rhythmical
swing

1 Tibetan priest
2 Sacred image
3 Second of two
4 Cornered

5 AkoholIC
beverage
8 Solicitude
12 Hebrew month
13 Devoured
14 Arabian
seaport
15 Choral
compositions
17 Walked across
stream
19 Change
20 Baker's
products
21 Prepare for
print
23 Identical
24 Armed conflict

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
16
14
22
23

AOMORI"

fluid

Pronoun
Ship's clock
Ricochet
Muddles
Walk unsteadily
Finishes
Decorate
Spoken
Played with
Cook quickly
in hot fat
24 Pale
25 Man's
nickname
27 Fish eggs

29
30
35
36
37
38
40
42

Female sheep
Damp
Surgical saw
Tableland
Portico
Whipped
Pitchers
Experience

43
44
46
47
49
50

Shellfish
Wife of Zeus
Baked clay
Observed
Tennis stroke
Girl's
nickname
53 Sun god

26 Ethical
28 Stitch
31 Hebrew month
32 Pronoun
33 Pronoun
34 Openwork
fabric
36 Encounters
38 Permit
19 Musical
instrument
41 Girl's name
43 Masticates

15 Kilns
413
50
51
52
54
55
56
57

Amend
Golf club
Sandarac tree
Native metal
Prefix: distant
Prohibits
Container
Paradise

the continent's most articulate
leaders and the foremost advocate of ''black socialism.'•
Suspicious British residents
grumble that President Julius
Nyerere -thinks he personally
discovered socialism" during
his three years 11949-52) at
Edinburgh University in
Scotland where he earned a
Master of Arts degree.
But
no
one
at the
cosmopolitan Dar es Salaam
yacht club underestimates
Nyerere. He always seems to
be the center of canversation
whether the speaker is a
British copper expert from
Zambia's rich fields, a Spanish
ambassador in shorts, a jovial,
well-liked Russian who directs
Soviet shipping interests here,
a young American doctor who
is teaching at Tanzania's
University College or a London
wife of an importer who can't
lose her cockney accent even in
the
humid,
sweltering
equatorial heat of this Indian
Ocean port.
Always a white man's island,
the yacht club seems almost
instinctively to be drawing
closer together in the face of an
uncertain future.
Tanzania is a poor country one of the 19 poorest in the
world, according to a recent
United Nations Educational,
Scientific
and
Cultural
Organization report. But rich
or poor, Nyerere' appears
determined that Tanzania's
own people will set its course,
not former colonialists or the
'imperialist capitalists" that
his Tanzania Standard loves to
pillory day after day.
Nyerere obviously wears two
hairshirts. He is black Africa's
most vehement foe of whiteruled South Africa, Rhodesia
and the Portuguese colonies.
And he is one of the most
vigorous advocates of an allblack society. The latter mood
makes Britain nervous since it
Is tht. overwhelming economic
force in these parts.
Nyerere's skill as a
passionate orator has made
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him one of the central figures in
The Almanac
the Organization of African
By United Press Intenietionsl
Unity, the body that brings
Today is Friday, June 11, the
together the chiefs of state of 162nd day of 1971.
Africa's Arab and Negro
The moon is between its full
nations. It also has made him a
phase and last quarter.
darling of that altruistic set
are
stars
morning
The
that believes black Africa - on Mercury,
Venus, Mars and
its own - will discover some'
panacea to a true Socialist Saturn.
The evening star is Jupiter.
'future.
Those born on this day are
His passions, however, now
have caused him to embrace under the sign of Gemini.
German composer Richard
the Chinese Communists. The
temperature of that romance is Strauss was born June 11, 1864.
On this day in history:
a constant topic of speculation
In 1920 Ohio Sen. Warren
not only at the yacht club, but
in a dozen embassies, banks, Harding was, summoned to a
business houses and homes Chicago hotel room and inalong this blue-green, palm- formed he had been chosen as
studded shore

the "dark horse" Republican le Cervantes said, "Tell me
presidential candidate. He wilt thy company and I'll tell thee
elected the following November what thou art."
welcomed home by President
Calvin
Coolidge after
his
historic solo flight across the ULSTER BOMB
• ARMAGH, Northern Ireland
Atlantic Ocean to Paris.
planted
bomb
In 1963 federalized National (UPI) -A
Guard troops stood by as Gov. outside the gates of Armagh
George Wallace allowed two prison today wrecked a car and
Negroes to enroll at the damaged another vehicle, an
army spokesman said. There
University of Alabama.
In 1969 labor leader John L. were no injuries.
About a dozen windows in the
Lewis, president emeritus of
the United Coal Miners Union prison were shattered by the
blast and windows also were
died at the age of 89.
broken in the nearby Belfast
Savings bank, he said.
Two passing British soldiers
A thought for today: Miguel

LYE WARNING
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
Food and Drug Administration
has ordered a ban on liquid
drain cleaners containing more
than 10 per cent lye. The ban is
effective in 60 days unless a
manufacturer objects and is
granted a delay.
An agency spokesman saic
most if not all liquid drair
cleaners already have beer
modified to meet the lye limit
The FDA said 271 children
accidentally swallowed liquid
train cleaner in the past four
years, of which 114 were
iospitalized and three died.

Emmanuel Missiot
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Cinemas soothe seniors
Amsterdam (UPI) -

First Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Hollanders over 65 can have
their pick of the "best cinema
seats on Mondays, Tuesdays
and Wednesdays for 20 cents
less than the cost of the cheapest admission, says the Net
erlands
Movie
Theater
Association.

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Norttnide
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening

Sinking Spring
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening worship

Politer Spring
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Blood Elver
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

K Mims, Beath
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Memorial Illapti
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Mew Mt. Carmel Mis:
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 6
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening worship

Cherry Corn&

Morning worship
Evening Worship
Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

•

Salem Baptis
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

bdr
•

4

A SUNNY THING HAPPENED—Ending a long winter I Beach, Mass. , to get a tan and take a swim as the
vailyLii rivals gather on ('ape Cod at Cralgvitte I timperature soars to a beautiful 80-degrpe mark.

Christian

First Christi&
Worship Services
1C
rn.

Daliah in western
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Israeli actress Daliah Lavi joins
and Leonard
Yul Brynner
Nimoy in MGM's western drama, "Catlow," with Sam
Wanamaker directing.

Murray Christia
Worship Services 10 45a

cunmgo
--'•""." V

Free
We giv
Five Poi

,

SALE AT
BONUS SPECIALS

TIDWELL PAII
COVEI
Benj

A CAR TO FLATTER YOU
The most beautiful car of all is the one
that makes you look good. The ClatsUn 1200 Sports
Coupe does just that. It's a true economy car, but
not dull. It's bright! Beautiful! Fun to drive!
And it flatters your driving ability and
sense of values, too. For the 1200 features and
performance include:
*Safety front disc brakes
* Extra easy parking

To Show Our Appreciation Here Are Some

* Up to 30 miles per gallon
* 7 great colors
* Tinted glass
* Reclining bucket seats
But see for yourself. Your Datsun dealerthe Small Car Expert-wants you to test drive a
1200. Ask him about the new optional automatic
transmission It's for comfort-minded beauty lovers
Drive a Datsun...then decide.

1210 Main

PRODUCT

SLICED BACON

lb

MOO

The Businessman's C

r

-

403 Maple St.

DAMN

All Good

Take You
To ChL
Don't SE

OF NI SAN

45'

Stokfts Tractor

Large - Buy From The Crate

HEAD LETTUCE

Massey-Fergusoi
Industrial Road

2 35'
2b. 15'

fl

for

•

BANANAS — '
PO DERED- M ILK

ican
s
.
Cain & Tri

Ambassador Hornet
TopQuail'

Fivt• Points

Last Chance - White House

Flo
502

20 qt. box

Palace

OFF YOUR TOTAL
1 00/0 LL AT CHECK STAND_
•BI

PLUS

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
Evening worship

Two of ttv; most interested
croups of spectators are the
American
and
Russian
diplomatic communities.
Nyerere's courtship with the
Communist Chinese began with
the TanZam railroad, a line
that is to stretch more than
1,000 miles by 1974 from the
copper fields in Zambia to Dar
es Salaam.
Turned down by the World
Bank, European consortiums
and American aid officials,
Nyerere and Zambia President
Kenneth Kaunda solicited help
from Peking. The result is a
$400 million undertaking that is
out-and-out political, has
dubious economic value, but
has given Red China a foothold
in Africa and an impressive
one

„

Nice Yellow

Baptist

were off duty
who
and
7eturning to their base at
Sough Military Barracks were
lifted off their feet by the force
if the explosion but suffered no
njuries.

Five Points

Jas D

I

Freed Cotl

Many More Items Reduced From

Healing
Sheet M,
11th at Chestnut

20% to 50%
Throughout The Store.
,

Everything Must Be Sold.

Note Limit of 2 Pounds of Bacon

er Customer

LASSITER McKINNEY
DUNN
OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8:00

S. 12th St

1534114

Boone's ir
Tar Cleaner Tba

Randy Thorn
Air conditioning-Heat,
Service Th,

80.: Chestnut
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Baptist

Nazarene

Church Of Christ

Murray Church
Scotts Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worsh•p Serv•ce
11:00 cm, Worship ServiCe
li a.m.
Evening worship
7:30p.m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 •.m.
E minansiel Missionary
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Morning Worship
II a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Pentecostal

West Fort
Morning Worship
11 a.m .
Evening Worship
6 30p.m.
First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.30p.m.
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

1.1 a.m.
8p.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a m.
7 p.m.

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

United, 310 Irvan Ave.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
7 gin.
Evening Worship
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10 a • rr.•
WorShrI7 ServiceS 11 a.m•. 7 P•m•
Calvary Temple
Sunday Schciol
10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a.m., 7:30
CI m

Methodist
Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a m 1st
sunday, 10 a m 3rd SundaY
Martins Chapel United
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
South PleasM Grove
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
11 a.m

BeCio4ES Chapel United
Worship services at 9:30•.m. 1st
8. 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m. Sunday, 8. 6 p.m. 4th Sunday •
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m
Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m. ist
Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m. and 4th Sundays, 6:30 p.m. 2nd
Evening Worship
7:30p.m. Sunday, L 9:30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Nonsocial Baptist
Warship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
Morning Worship
10:508.m. 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
Evening Worship
6:30Pcn, 930 a.m. 4M Sunday
Kirksey United
Now Mt. Carmel Missionary
11 00a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. Morning Worship
7 00 p.m.
Evening Worship 6 • 30 p.m. Evening Worship
Coldwater United
Church School
7000
Flint Baptist
Worship Service
11'00
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Temple Hill United
730p.m.
Evening Worship
10 a.m
Mornirso Worship
Cherry Corner
Sunday School
11 21-m
Morning Worship
11 a.m
First Methodist
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Worship
8.45 8.1050 a.m.
Russells Chapel United
Elm Grove
11 a.m
Morning Worship
Sunday School
10 a.m.
7 p.m
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Salem Baptist
Goshen Methodist
11 am.
Morning Worship
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st &
715 p.m
Evening Worship
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9.45 am. 1st
8. 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
First Christian
Worship Service a? 11 am 2nd
Worship Services
10 30a m ,
Sunday, 1045 a m On Sunday
pm
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
Murray Christian
1st is 2nd SunClaYS, 11:00 am
Worship Services 10 45 am.,7 p.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6.30 p m
15t & 3rd & 4th Sunday

Christian

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
6 30p.m
University
Morning Worship
10 30a.rn
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m_
Groin Plain
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6Pm.
Union Grove
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
6:30p.en.
Evening Worship
Seventh
ServicePoplar
&
Worship
10:40a.m.
Evening Service
6 p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service
10 50a.m.
Evening Worship
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.

Presbyterian
Liberty Cumberland
Sunday SCh001
Worship Service
North Plesant Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.M.
Worship Service
Oak Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a m., 7 p.m.
Mount Plesant
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening WOrMIIP
First Presbyterian
9:30 a.m.
Church School
Worship Service
10:45 aril.
First Assembly Of God
Worsh•p Serv•ces
11 am
m , 7:30

Other
Denominations
Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10 a.m.'
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a m ., 11 a.m., 4:30
pm
6:30 p.in.
Saturday Mass
Christian Science
Worship Service
11 am.
Jehovah's Witnesses
10 30a m.
Watchtower
9 30 a.m.
B•ble Lecture
Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services 11 a m , 7p.m.
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday SCh001
10 :isarn.
Morning Worship
9:15 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
9 15 a m
Sunday School
10 30 a m
Morh•no Worsh•p
Seventh Day Adventist
1000 a m.
Sabbath School
0 30 A M

CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE
Free p.kk-Up &
We give S & II Green Stamps
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hat is exactly what all of us dream of. But this is God's world and
certainly must learn the laws of the winds of God if our journey
is to be smooth. We

must chart our course with caution.

:

We must know how to man the sails. We must read carefully

:
the "guide book for mariners," called The Sermon on the Mount.
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One must know how to tack and, most important of all,

2

2

ask the "Great Pilot"

:
:

.

what course He recommends.
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Let your church attendance and support record, the contribution

:.

you make to the cause of good, and your love for the

:
:
;

brethren serve as your compass. The smooth sailing of your ship will be
411..

:

'

2

l

determined by the judgment you use in your preparation.

You can't make it alone, Mister. Better take God with you.
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Five Points

TIDWELL PAINT IL FLOOR
COVERING
This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses:

Benjamin
1110 Main

M

oore paints

Ph 753-3083

116.6 711.34.1,7
aft. 7113-411040
_111011112M21.111PRINTING SERVICi
The Busintasonan's Choice For Fine Printing

403 Maple St. -:- Murray, Kentucky

Take Your Children
To Church . . .
Don't Send Them

Capitol Transmission
"Transmissions are our business
Not a side line
No 1-Paris, Tenn
Ph 642 5851

No.2-Murray, Ky
Ph 753-9730

Compliments or

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Complete Banking Service - Member FDIC
500 Main - Phone 753 3231
Branch Office So. t2th & Story 753 6655

Shady Oaks

Massey.Ferguson Sales and Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753 1319

Mobile Home Courts
Mayfield Hwy. 121

jpi American
Motors
Cain S Treas Motor Sales

Shirley Florist
Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
753 3251
502 N 4th St

Palace Drive-In

"It's Finger LickIn' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Nam Sandwichs
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753 7101

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
"For All, Your Fertilizer Needs"
7:rt 1913

Phone 753 7902

Wm. E. Dodson. Owner
Jas D Clopton

Div.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Healing Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
PIII It • 713 4832
8th at Chest fit

TOM ANDREWS YOUR HOST
Stoaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tug., Ribero Stook
Wed., Ground Sirloin Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 l.dU In Orders to 753-4419

Phone 753-1675

,Corviitte Lanes, Inc.
lialliMag AI Its Best - Fine Food
1415 Main Street

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
Grain Division
E. W. IDttaind. Supt.
Holmes Ellis. NI •
ri 82211

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads
- Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service
Open Sundays
Hwy. 641 Not 0,
75.1

Southside Restaurant
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
ter Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
753 3002
So, Side Manor Shopping Center

Meals

Phone 753 2202

ayne Darnell Outboard Marine
Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sakes, Parts, Service • Complete Boating Supplies
94E at Murray Bait Co. Phone 753 3734

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 7i3 3012

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency
Resioenlial Commerc al Farm - Building Lots
Leasing
and Lake Property - Buying tM W M.iiit
Moo, 7:13 7-i24

Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue

ililock L

or S 12th

phone ;53 1489

RESIDENTIAL
Buildings

Mr & Mrs Wm A Jones, owners
-Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
-Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph 753-7494
606 S 4th

Ph. 153-5334

HOGS BOUGHT DAILY

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy.68 at Aut-ora
Phone 4742202

Grecian Steak House —

Murray Livestock Co.
Sale Every Tuesday at I p.m.

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

COMMERCIAL
Sales and Service
Admiral • Tappan - Whirlwint
Phone 753 3037
118 South 12th

Phone 753-5209

Kintodut fried CkCIMI

Ambassador- Hornet- matador- Gremlin.Jeep
Top Quality Useo Cars
o.
6448

Dunn TV & Appliance

Peck's Upholstery IL Fabric Shop

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

Five Points

"fa where your tressure is, there will yea heal he aise"

Attend The Church
of
Your Choice

K

_N

BE.17.

40; and -..Sycarnote.
MURRAY KENTUCKY
Ph. 753-7793

and Mack
Mack
AUTHORIZEDMIERCURY
OUTBOARD MOTORS DEALER
Fiberglass & Alumnium Boat Repairs
SALES & SERVICE
W. End Eggner's Ferry, US 48
Ph,4742344
Aur

Bob's TV Service
SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY
COUNTY SINCE 1950
-1 way Business Radio Installation & Service
- Aerotron Sales & Service
Ph 753-5191
Chestnut St.
Dixieland Center

641 Super Shell
Free Plck-Up and Delivery
Your Nappy Shopping Store
753 3773
114 SO 11 h

Lovett Bros.
DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PRODUCTS
Tires- Batteries-Accessories
Ph 753.3571
South 2nd St
Murray

Open 4:00 a.m. • Closet 12:00 p.m.
South 12th Street - Phone 753 9131

Susie's Cafe
au,Id.ng

4

Boone's Incorporated

Storey's Food Giant

The Cleaner That's Interested In You

Bel Air Shopping Center

Murray Sport a Marine
Evinrude Glastr019-Trdecraft
PO)arKralt Starcraft-Boat Campers

Complete Service

Shop

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

Ward-Elkins
RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753 1
403 Maple

anC Mayfield

718 South 4th

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
Service Through Knowledge
80: Chestnut

l'nune 753 8181

Trenholm's Drive-In
Benny Penny Chicken Pizza Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
,12th & Chestnut
Phorr• 753 2997

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing, Beating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential - Sales & Service
Repa.rs 8. lesta!,.Mon - Gas & Sew..
Phone 753.6168
501 N. 4th

Jobbers of Shell Oil Products

Complete Auto Repair
GEORGE DOWDY. OWNER

103 N. 7th

Ph 753 8868

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
Serving Farm Families SI3C11 1136
industrial Rs.ad
e 753 re'll
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of an ancient pre-Colombian Nicaragua
border on the Gulf
OE-COLOMBIAN RELICS
civilization on Conchagua Island
of Fonseca.
.SAN SALVADOR (UPI)in the Gulf of Fonesca during Aparicio, a
lawyer
and
110se Antonio Aparicio said
an archeological expedition.
archeology buff.
today that he has found relics
Salvador,
El
Honduras and

(
MI
MHO
MODERATE [..,11

F72
SEVEK
IXTItME E22:1

DIROUSIIT SEVERITY CHART

DROUGHT AREAS—The rain in Spain may fall mainly on the plain, but not so in
the U.S., this National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration map indicates.
There has been some alleviation in Florida and Eastern Oklahoma.

RELIABLE USED CARS

New Car Trade-ins On Toyotas
1970 V.W. 2 Door
1970 Datsun, 4 Door
1970 Toyota, 2 Door
1968 V.W. Fastback
1966 Chevy Station Wagon
1965 Ford L.T.D., 2 Door Hardtop
1965 Ford Custom, 4 Door
1965 Mercury, 4 Door, Air Conditioner
1963 Pontiac Station, Air Conditioner
1964 Comet, 4 Door
1964 Rambler, 2 Door, 41,000 Miles
1963 Mercury, 4 Door
1963 Pontiac Lemans, 2 Door
1968 Ford Ranger, Air Conditioner
MANY OTHERS TO SELECT FROM
1169 Cougar XR7, Convertible
1969 Ford Galaxie 500, Air Conditioner
1968 Ford Fairlane 500, Air Conditioner
1966 Lincoln, Loaded
1965 Lincoln, Loaded, 42,000 Miles
1966 Buick Station Wagon, Air Conditioner
1966 1-Bird, Air Conditioner
PRICED TO SElk -- WILL TRADE

HATCHER AUTO SALES
515
South 12th

Phone

753-4961 or 753-4982

A r ville Hart,
Sedalia,Dies

HUNTSVILLE, Ala.—M. Sgt.
William E. Higdon on his conviction of accepting kick-backs
By UNITED MSS 1/1111:11NATIONAL
while operating an enlisted men's
club in Vietnam:
"I've been a soldier over 24
the
entire Arab
By United Press International hostility to
years and until the appeal
CAIRO—Egyptian President nation."
process, I am still a soldier."
Anwar Sadat claiming the United
WASHINGTON
—Sen.
Robert
states is helping Israel occupy
Now You Know
Arab lands by continuing to J. Dole, R-Kan., Republican By United
Press International
supply military and financial National Chairman, on the end of
The German steamship YpirWar:
Vietnam
the
anga carried two Mexican
"America, in this way, has "I think the war will be virdictators to exile, Porfirio Diaz
defined its position as Israel's tually at an end long before the
to France in 1911 and Victoriapartner in the aggression and mow falls this year."
no Huerta to Spain in 1914.

Quotes From The News

SEDALIA, Ky., June 10 —
Arville Hart, a retired farmer of
Sedalia Rt. 1, died at 4:45 p.m.
Wednesday at Western Baptist
The Murray City Elementary
Hospital in Paducah. He
was Track Meet was held May 31 in
68,
Holland stadium. The following
were the winners:
Mr. Hart was a member of
Cuba Masonic Lodge No, 644,
5th Grade, 50 Yard Dash—lst,
Royal Arch Mason No. 69 of Dana Shipley, 2nd, Marlene
Mayfield, Mayfield Council No. Farrell, 3rd, Shara Toon. 1st
39, Fulton Council No. 63, and Fank Peniche, 2nd, Bob ThurMayfield Commandry of Knights
man. 3rd, Grettis Bumpus.
Templar No. 49.
6th Grade, 50 Yard Dash—lst,
Laura Hopkins, 2nd, Pam Swift,
He also was a member of
Joan Williams. 1st,
Cuba Chapter No. 519 of Order 3rd,
Sims, 2nd, Duff Stump,
Raymond
of the Eastern Star.
3rd, Rickie Melton.
5th Grade Girls Relay—lst
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Crass, Marlene Farrell,
Laura
May Hart; three sons, Darrell
Hart of Livonia, Mich., Stanley Diane Cane, Denise Ray; 2nd
Hart of Sedalia Rt. 1 and Dwight Dana Shipley, Shara Toon,
Hart of South Fulton Rt. 4, and Denise Curd, Kathy Fenton; 3rd
four daughters, Mrs. Joe Rainey Emily Gore, Jill Austin, Lisa
of Daytona Beach, Fla., Mrs. English, Tammy Parker.
5th Grade Boys Relay—lst
Richard A. Dublin of Denver,
Colo., Hayden Watts of Palmers- Alvin Parham, Grettis Burnpus,
vine, Tenn., and James Scog- Stanley Thorpe, Jimmie Summers; 2nd Andy Harrell, Bill
gins of Tuscumbia, Ala.
Funeral services are sched- Wilson, Scott Scarborough, John
Kalberer; 3rd Mitchell
uled Saturday at 2 p.m. at Cuba
Baptist Church. Burial will be Mowery Bob Thurman, David
in the church cemetery with Mathis, Barry Tabers.
Masons conducting graveside
6th Grade Relay—lst Emily
Porter, Mary Ann Littleton,
rites.
Friends may call at Jacksor Terry McConnell, Regintt,
Funeral Home at Dukedom. 3umphus; 2nd Jan Garrison,
Tenn., after 7 p.m. today.
Teresa Smith, Donna Miller,
Laura Hopkins; 3rd Pam Swift,
Susan lbay, Denise Gilbert,
Jackie Galloway.
1st Raymond Sims, Darrell
Foster, Craig Hudspeth, Lindsey
Hudspeth; 2nd Duff Stump,
Eddie Rollins, Marty Stom,
David Taylor; 3rd Kevin Shahan,
Chuck Adams, David McQuarter,
Roger Grogin.
Softball 5th Grade—lst Glorie
Cavitt, 2nd Denise Curd, 3rd
Buchanan. 1st Don Henry, 2nd
Jimmie Summers, 3rd Ronald
Harrison.
, 6th Grade Softball—lst Regina
Bumphis, 2nd Emily Porter, 3rd
Diana Sligar. 1st Lindsey
Huspeth, 2nd Eddy Rollins, 3rd
Lee Miller5th Grade Running Broad
Jump—lst Jerome Higgenbottom,
td Bill Wilson, 3rd Tim Giles. 1st
Alisa Foster, 2nd Tammy
Parker, 3rd Emily Gore.
6th Grade Running Broad
Jump—lst Roger Grogan, 2nd
aig Hudspeth, 3rd Bret Harcourtt. 1st Tammy Boone, 2nd
Teresa Smith, 3rd Lisa Smith.
5th Grade Standing Broad
Jump—lst Tim Harrell, 2nd Greg
Dowdy, 3rd Greg McReynolds.
1st Laura Crass, 2nd Alisa
Foster, 3rd Laura Rushing.
6th Grade Standing Broad
Jump—lst Bryan Warner, 2nd
Roger Grogan, 3rd Bret Harcourtt
DEATH ROW RECORD
II a it ti ii Ifed Edgai II.
Smith, 36, leaves Federal,
Court in Newark. N.J.. af—
ter a judge ruled that tic
should be released from
prison in $5,000 bond
pending an appeal. Smith
has spent more time on
death row-14 years—than
any other prisoner in the
lnited Stales.
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DIERDORF SIGNED
ST. LOUIS ( UM—Dan Dier.
dorf, the second round draft
pick of the St. Louis Cardinals.
Thursday signed a contract
with the National Football
League club. Dierdorf is a 6.
foot-4. 265-pound tackle frorr
Texas.
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Save thE
Grassland

TO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
On the morning of May 26, It Governor Wendell Ford called
and asked that I convey personally his deepest thanks to the voters in
Calloway County for the confidence demonstrated by your fine vote and
support He was also very appreciative of the dedicated enthusiastic
efforts of the campaign workers.
At the same time, on behalf of myself and the other campaign
leaders, I wish to thank each of you for your encouragement and hard
work. Without your help victory would have been impossible.

Z. C. Enix,
Chairman

MOTOR CYCLE
SCRAMBLES
Murray, Ky

Sunday - June 13
Time Trials - 1:00 p.m.
Races - 2:00 p.m.
Special Events:

*Mini Bikes
* Sharp Bike Contest
*Wheelie Contest

Ken-Lake Cycle Club
American Motor Cycle Assoc.

Prairie chi

Written Especially
FROM countless mi
birds today--this is tl
Illinois.
- Like the golden eag
has been on the "enc
problem arises in lac}
A grassland grouse
the sharp-tail, and mc
grouse, tdrkey, Hungs
"These birds all hen,
supervisor of wildlife
Conservation. "All of
they nest on the grot
that include strutting

CONCERN over th.
nothing new. There
cern in 1887 when th
season was closed for I
It was closed again f
to 1911. Then for a tii
reopened, but by 1933
had so decreased tha
closed again, and stil
closed.
Sometimes the ma:
for a wildlife decline
vious that it is not
and this was true rega
prairie chicken. The
the hunter, but in real
the plow and the nice
chine.
• • •
IN THE LATE 195
came evident that s
had to be immediate':
the prairie grouse we
/saved from extinct;
Prairie Chicken Foun,
Illinois was formed by
of the leading conser
in the state.
Since that day. mi

M71,31
1 a413rit
Inow
owned

to

by the
groups solely for the p
providing areas for
to live and breed

r Anti-Litte
Between

and

West Kentucky Competition
Riders Association
ADMISSION — 1.50
Refreshments Available At The Track
Track Located
5 Miles Off Hwy. 121 South. Just follow the signs from Murray.

Over 350 people gathe
the Kentucky Lake MI
Land Between the
Saturday to participal
Anti-Litte
National
Focusing the attentic
public on the problen
sightly litter throug
United States was the a
the Nationwide prograi
Under the direction
Burchfield, a Land Bel
Lakes recreation planr
troops representing
Missouri, Illinois, and I
( 5) Coast Guard )
Flotillas of Division 27
tucky Lake; and the Gt
Job Corps from Mains
National Park colle
proximately 50 cubic
litter along the Kenn',
shoreline. Most of the'

"No one has ever lost a Penny
in a savings account insured
by Federal Savings and loan
Insurance Corporation an agency
of the U. S. Government"

Your SAVINGS with us are INSURED up to
'20,000.00
by this government agency.
A man & wife may have '100,000.00 Insured

This set has steadiness and durabillt
All safe and lots of fun

Take the Family and

MURRAY BRANCH
Go Family

and Go Saving at

304 E Main Street

Hopkinsville Federal Savings & Loan Association
Murray. Ky

Phone

753 7921

PRACTISING FOR
hostesses are pra
woi ld L'hampion
tittle the chanti

•••-lissuistiese
•••
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evaluators—the question still
remains: "Who censors the
censors?" At what point does
Book Review
the dictator has attempted to
customer's problems."
As important as anything else guidance end and thought control
By Dr. H. S. McKenzie
All of us sell. Some may Mii control the thoughts of his people is the Hoyt's characterization of begin? What is "Liberty in Law"
The construction of a 700products; others, ideas. Sorsa for It Is necessary to dominate the current American censorship anyway? These are
big megawatt hydroelectric plant
The Grid for Sales Excellence sell value systems from pulpits or the mind before you can coerce scene as being essentially
ab- questions, and ones well worth and transmission facilities at
Yet, the body.
by Robert R. Blake and Jane political
platforms.
Salto Osorio on the lguacu
surd. The well-meaning, if considering.
Srygley Mouton; McGraw-Hill; regardless of what we are What is the history of cen- uninformed, private
pressure Seeing that we live in a county River will be assieted by a
189
pp.
New York; 1970;
selling—from our skills, for our sorship in "the land of the free, groups which exert their in- which just recently allowed World Bank loan of $70 million.
The project, with an
time, or perhaps for our efforts— and the home of the brave"? It is fluence create anomolies: the dancing in its county high school,
1964 marked the appearance in the question is of real Un- that question that Edwin Hoyt N.A.A.C.P. is
attempting to stop turned down a liquor by the drink estimated cost of $152.3 million,
the academic-business worlds of portance: What do I set!? and his wife, Olga, have at- the showing of Uncle Tom's proposal, and engaged in a "free is the major element in the
1971-76 construction program of
concept—"The Products, . . . or Self . . or tempted to answer in their brief Cabin because
new
a
it depicts negro speech" controversy of some
Management Grid"—which in Solutions . .
little volume, Censorship in life unfairly; the Cleveland dimensions—this book should the Centrais Electricas do Sul
do Brasil S. A.
only six years hassone the round Now, isn't that a point worth America. Written primarily for Police force tried to ban Freud excite a good bit of Murray
inof Management Development pondering?
thinking young adults, their brief from the library because his terest.
conferences, industrial forums, The Grid For Sales Excellenee history is well written, ap- General
Introduction
to Censorship in America can be CONSUMER AGENCY
and business college lecture halls can be obtained at The Murray propriately—if selectively— Psychoanalysis had a chapter on obtained at The Murray Public WASHINGTON (UPI) —Sen.
all over the globe. It was the Public Library on Main Street. documented, and designed to sex; the group of women
Philip A. Hart, D-Mich., said he
in San Library on Main Street.
contribution of a then relatively
would introduce legislation topromote the oft-repeated thesis: Antonio that tried to get the City
unknown professor of Business
day to establish an independent
"eternal vigilance is the price of Council to take Einstein's Theory ROUS HONORED
consumer
Psychology at The University of
liberty".
of Relativity off the City Library GENEVA (UPI)—A gold cup agency to champion
Texas, Robert Blake, and is one Censorship in America by Olga As a brief and informative shelves because of Einstein's to
honor International Football causes.
of the very few academic books— G. and Edwin P. Hoyt; The history, it fulfills its purpose alleged Communist associations; Federation President
Sir Stan- Hart said the chances for his
Samuelson's Economics was Seabury Press; New York; 1970; admirably. It is neither com- etc. etc. These facts are
worth ley Rous was offered Weenies- proposal looked "most optimisanother—which made its author 119 pp.
prehensive nor definitive. It is knowing.
day by the Brazilian Sports tic." Similar legislation passed
into a millionaire!
easy reading. From Bowdler Despite the volume's briefness, Federation to be competed for the Senate last year but died in
In the original work, Blake One of the striking charac- I who expunged Shakespeare) to the Hoyt's ask the single
Prairie chicken—enc• If numbered millions
vital jointly with the Fifa world cup. the House late in the session.
devised a new method of teristics of the communist Comstock ( a self-appointed question:
"Who
censors
the
°
By GROVER BRINKMAN
ascertaining and identifying a society—and
all purist who prosecuted 3600 guilty censors?" To censor means to
for
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
"style" of totalitarianism for that matter— and not-so-guilty booksellers), say: "I
personal
manager's
FROM countless millions a century ago, to less than a thousand
have the truth. That
In
behavior.
adTRADE WITH
managerial
part
of
the
is
the
total
on
they
reliance
describe
the
ebb
and
flow
of
birds today—this is the fate of the vanishing prairie chicken in
Which is not the truth will hurt
dressing himself to the question the state on censorship in all its the puritanical mind. They in- you. Therefore,I will judge
, Illinois.
what
Like the golden eagle and other rare birds, the prairie chicken of why some bosses are tyrants forms. When the monolithic state dicate the close association you will
read, what you will see,
has been on the "endangered species list" for some time. The and others are buddies, why wishes to control its populace, it between the tempor
of the what you will think about." No'problem arises in lack of suitable nesting ground for the birds. some challenge subordinates and
limits its book publishers to the changing times, the enthusiasm one will question the sincerity of
A grassland grouse, the prairie chicken is related closely to others refuse to make decisions,
books, destroys the of the private watchdogs, and the the modern American censors,
"safe"
jithe sharp-tail, and more distantly to the pheasant, quail, ruffled
Blake identified the managerial freedom of the press, muzzles Itt laws of the land. Especially—and but their wisdom is—to
Murray, Ky.
753-5273—
-grouse, tIrkey, Hungarian partridge and similar birds.
say the
LARGE VOLUM! — LOW PROFIT
"These birds all have many common traits," said Jim Lockart, task as being of two dimensions: professors, "corrects" its artiste, in some detail—they describe the least—open
to some real
- supervisor
pervisor of wildlife resourses for the Illinois Department of a concern for the job, and a and clamps down on its radio, changing attitudes of the U. S. questions.
"Service Built Our Business"
t Conservation. "All of them walk about as much as they fly; and concern for the employee. television, and stage. From the Supreme Court which remains as
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
Recognizing that all parents
they nest on the ground. Most of them perform mating rituals Placing each of these concerns time of Julius Ceasar, who the chief censor of the American
are censors, that all teachers are
NEW OR USED CAR
. that include strutting and feather display."
into a pictographic perpendicular burned the library at Alexandria, printed and spoken word.
arbiters, that all critics are
•
•
•
f
schematic frame, he assigned a
o' CONCERN over the fate of the prairie chicken in Illinois is
numerical value to each,and thus
nothing new. There was conAt long last, the bird is under derived five typical styles. A
cern in 1887 when the hunting
season was closed for two years. state protection—but its come- "9,1", for example, was a boss
it was closed again from 1903 back will be slow, for its popu- who couldn't care less about his
i to 1911. Then for a time it was lation is perhaps a thousand employees, but who was a real
reopened, but by 1933 the birds birds. That's getting pretty close driver when it came to task achad so decreased that it was to extinction.
complishment. The "5,5" leader
• • •
closed again, and still remains
compromiser who had
closed.
AT FIRST glance a prairie was a
equal concern for both producSometimes the main reason chicken looks like a small barnfor a wildlife decline is so ob- yard hen. It is dark brown and tivity and human relations; a
vious that it is not apparent. tan, with dark bars over most "1,1" was a do-nothing who
and this was true regarding the of the bodies. The males, whit refused to execute any decision
prairie chicken. They blamed average a little over two pounds unless it had been previously
the hunter, but in reality it was in weight, sport orange eye- made by a higher authority.
the plow and the mowing ma- brows and tufts of feathers or
While "Blake's Grid"is of utter
phinae pi the sides of their
chine.
necks that resemble horns when simplicity, it has proved to be a
• • •
the males boom.
handy tool fdlir both the academic
IN THE LATE 1950s it beOn each aide of the neck be- teachers of business subjects and
came evident that something low the pinnae are the orange
the management development
had to be immediately done if air sacs, patches of skin that
the prairie grouse were to be are inflated during the mating practicioners in teaching the
/saved from extinction. The display, and these are also the concept of "Style"; and its
Prairie Chicken Foundation of origins of the booming noise. usefulness is amply attested by
Illinois was formed by 10 to 12 Hens weigh a little better than Its widespread popularity. Now,
of the leading conservationists a pound and a half and they do every sophisitcated officer in the
in the state.
not have the bright eyebrows.
army, prelate in the church,
Since that day, major proAll other birds seem to be industrial
magnate,
and
have Moms to
urs in ousting rituals,
j..

Brazil receives funds
for hydroelectric plant

Save the Prairie• Chicken!Dr. McKenzie Reviews 2Book For Local Library
Grassland Grouse Doomed?

PARKER FORD INC.

i
i

i

AMEGoottlivich

SALE

-1174271,322. lietertif rrottrid aft,
now owned by the protective
groups solely for the purpose of
providing areas for the birds
to live and breed

BFG'S!EFL
4-PLY
NYLON CORD TIRE

as
pared to the prairie chicken. academic administrator tries, at
No other North American bird least, to be a "Nine-niner", ie..a
goes through' such spectacular challenging, creative, inspiring
and noisy antics as do the leader.
males.
This year, after four books,

several industrial teaching films,
and a highly successful
management development in
stitute (Scientific Methods, Inc.
of Austin, Texas), Blake has
turned his attention—and his
grid—to the salesman. With the
editorial help of his associate,
Dr. Jane Mouton, Blake's newest
book is an extension of the grid
concept which has proved so
profitable in the past. Using the
same format, the hard-driving
boss is now the assertive, hard
sell salesman; the role of the
nothing boss is taken by the or
der-taker who writes orders
rather than sells; and the
country-club style manager w
is a buddy to his people is here
replaced by the friendly
salesman who picks up the
luncheon check.
The customer is not left out
either. He is diagrammed too. He
can be a "9,1" who knows what he
wants and won't take anything

Anti-Litter Day In Land
Between Lakes IsSuccess

Over 350 people gathered along worked from Eggner's Ferry
the Kentucky Lake shoreline in Bridge on U. S. Highway 68
Land Between the Lakes south to Red Hollow Lake Access
Saturday to participate in the and other scattered, heavily used
National Anti-Litter Day. shoreline areas. The groups who
Focusing the attention of the participated in Saturday's
public on the problems of un- program will receive a special
sightly litter throughout the certificate of recognition from
United States was the objective of Robert M. Howes, Director of
the Nationwide program.
Land Between the Lakes.
Under the direction of Don The national beautification
Burchfield, a Land Between the day was part of the Department
Lakes recreation planner, scout of Interior's Johnny Horizon
troops representing Kentucky, program which is aimed at
Missouri, Illinois, and Ohio; five reducing litter across the Nation.
(5) Coast Guard Auxiliary The program appeals to inFlotillas of Division 27 on Ken- dividual
citizens
and
tucky lake; and the Great Onyx organizations to participate in
Job Corps from Mammoth Cave the Johnny Horizon campaign
National Park collected ap- throughout the year by helping to
proximately 50 cubic yards of clean up all types of litter and
litter along the Kentucky Lake preventing pollution through else; or a "5,5" who is willing to
be persuaded to try a new
shoreline. Most of the volunteers education.
product. .. if his competitors do
likewise.
Like all the Blake books, The
Grid for Sales Excellence is well
written,clear to the point of being
simplistic, and filled with
Illustrative material. Because it
Is what it is, it will be required
reading in next year's classes in
Salesmanship and in 141
troductory Marketing. Becauseit
is by Blake, it will become well
known. For many of us—both in
the academic world and in
business—it is one of these
"must" books. In a way, it is too
bad because it is not a good book,
nor is it a poor book, it is only an
important book!
There is one redeeming feature
that does make it worth reading.
In addressing himself to the
salesman's personal role identification, Blake asks the
questions that are important:
What do I sell? and How do I sell?
Blake asserts that some
salesmen say,"I sell a product".
Another insists, "I sell myself".
Still anothereould say, "I don't
sell anything, the product sells
Itself if it is to be sold". A fourth
salesman replies, "I have to sell
both my product and myself for
the buyer won't buy one without
PRACTISING Mit TITLE MATCH—Four London nightclub the other". The fifth salesman—
• hostesses are practising for a marbles match against the one Blake would commend to
all salesmen—would say: "I sell,
wet l4 champion Alan Smith and. his son June 18. first
tittle the champ has accepted, a female challenge.
but I sell solutions to my

Fits many Mavericks.
Hornets, Comets, Valiants,
Falcons, Rambler
Americans, size 878-14
plus F.E.T. of $1.96
per tire.

SAVE UP TO
OW A SET

WIDE,STRONG
SILVERTOWN CUSTOM

Fits rawly VW'.
Mustangs, Corvairs,
Darts, Barracuda's,
Chevy II's, Ramblers,
sizes 5.60-15, 7.00-13,
and C78-14 plus F.E.T.
of $1.76 to $2.07 per tire.

*22
$24

Fits many Javelins,
Chevelles, Cameros,
Cougars. Firebirds, Rebels,
Ambassadors, Corvettes,
Torinos, Plymouths,
sizes E78-14. F78-14 and
F78-15, plus F.E.T. of
$2.21 to $2.42 per tire.

$

Fits many Chevy's,
Dodges, Fords,
Oldsmobiles, Pontiacs,
T-Birds, Buicks, Chryslers,
Mercurys, filICH; G78-14,
G78-15, H78-14, H78-15,
plus F.E.T. of $2.25 to
$2.80 per tire.
Above prices plus trade in. Whitewalls slightly highs:.

BUY NOW FOR A SAFE VACATION
SALE ENDS JUNE 30, 1971

3 WAYS TO PAY>(BUDGET TERMS)

MASTER CHARGE)

• "1' 7

LIFESAVER
RADIAL

LONG MILER
• Rugged 4-ply nylon cord (most
sizes)• Good mileage • A quality
tire at economy prices

THE 40,000 MICE TIRE
'at

• BFG's best paisenger tire
•blfde with Dynacor*Rayon Cord
'Our safest, strongest, best
mileage hce

••,

to:40w

White wail size GR70
, 1$ plus F E T. of S3 OS
per tire plus trade in

$5545

LA
OS
W

AS

Black wail site GR70
$4
820 15 pius F
/ of 13 05
per tire plus trade in
„,mosimummanwamosftig.0„
3

BANKAMERICARD)
MUM

12
95
plus SI 91
FET
Whitewall site 100ir ii
its 95 plus si 99 PET

...ogiess5SAU4(C„
Priced ss shown in S F GOOdItCh SUNOS, composivaly priced at S F Goodrich Oadere.

Master Tire Service, Inc.
Coldwater Road at 5 Points
Murray, Kentucky

Phone 753-3164

THE
LIFESAVER"
RADIAL TIM
PEOPLE

B.EGoodrich
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Master
Master
Commissioner's Commissioner's
Sale
Sale
THE COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
Circuit Court Jimmy Rickman
and Roy Norsworthy d-b-a Rickman & Norsworthy Construction
Company Plaintiff, VERSUS Joel
Ann Whitlock, Administratrix of
the estate of C. D. Whitlock,
deceased,and Joel Ann Whitlock,
individually; Bank of Murray;
Ward & Elkins: and the SherwinWilliams Company.
Notice of Sale

AGE ELEVEN

Whatever You AteedkJ,
...BlotMIlbehe

THE COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
Circuit Court Bank of Marshall
County Plaintiff, Versus Robert
Lee Edwards, Shirley Sue Edwards (Litchfield) and husband
SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESIATE FOR SALE REAL MATE FOR
William Litchfield Defendant.
Notice of Sale
STONE VENEER AT 1302 VINE is a three bedroom modern
WE HAVE A 117 ACRE farm just East of Almo. Will sell or
house with double carport, central heat and air, all built-ins,
By virtue of a judgment and
trade for house in town. Has nice frame house, 3 car garage,
two baths. This house has everything and is on a
carpets,
all
and
Tractor
order of sale of the Calloway
outbuildings.
crib,
other
and
horse barn,
convenient to schools. $31,500.00.
lot
shady
rendered
at
Court
Circuit
the
other tools go with farm.
May 28 Term thereof 1971, in the
LOVELY HOME ON JOHNSON BLVD., near the new high
above cause,for the sum of Three
school. All carpeted, four bedroom, brick with double
WE HAVE MANY GOOD Building lots in most all sections of
garage. Lovely kitchen with all built-ins. 2 tiled baths, centown and county.
By virtue of a judgment and Thousand Eight Hundred Fifty
tral heat and air and paneled family room. A home you will
order of sale of the Calloway Four and 92-100 ($3,854.92)
BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM BRICK VENEER on
be proud to own. $31,900.00.
Circuit Court rendered at the Dollars, with interest at the rate
Catalina Drive. Large living room, kitchen, utility, fine
June 3 Term thereof 1971, in the of 72c per day from the 6th day of
WE HAVE A NICE- PLACE at corner of North 16th and
carpet. Has large garage and pretty lawn. Price, $18,800.00.
above cause,Persuant to order of October 1970, until paid and its
I
offer
therein
to
shall
cost
proceed
to
proceed
3 acres and 5 bedroom home, three hundred feet
shall
bypass.
I
Court
the
highway frontage. This place has many potentials. Call for
AT 1512 HENRY STREET, WE have a beautiful three
for sale at the Court House door offer for sale at the Court House
an appointment to see this one.
bedroom brick veneer. Large living room, family room,
in Murray Kentucky, to the door in the City of Murray
built-ins in kitchen, large well landscaped lot, paved drive.
highest bidder, at public auction Kentucky, to the highest bidder,
NICE WHITE FRAME HOUSE and 1.5 acres of land on 641
This is the Lloyd Henry home. You must see to appreciate.
on the 28th day of June 1971, at at public auction on the 28th day
Price, $27,000.00.
North. Here is a bargain if you want to live out of town. You
1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout, of June 1971, at 1:00 o'clock p.m.,
can't afford to pay rent when you can have a place like this
upon a credit of six months, the or thereabout, upon a credit of six
following described property, to- months, the following described
one for $10,500.00.
NEW TRI-LEVEL FOUR BEDROOM brick veneer. Central
property, to-wit:
heat and air, beautiful carpet, all built-ins, large family
wit:
room,double garage. See this one for a bargain at $33,000.00.
Lot No. 7 in Holly Bush Sub- A part of the S. W. Quarter of
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER on beautiful shady
division as shown by amended Section 17, Township 3, Range 6
lot. Has living room,family room, formal dining room, two
Plat of Record in the office of the East. Beginning at a stake in the
AT 1102 SOUTH 16TH STREET, we have a real nice three
baths. Also has a likenew shop building in back. This place
bedroom brick veneer, newly decorated. Has paved drive
Clerk of the Calloway County South edge of the Murray &
couldn't be built for anything near this price $26,250.00.
Court in Plat Book No. 3, Page Highland Road the corner to
and large lot. Priced to sell at only $21,000.00.
Located L. mile North Stella.
Albert Cook; thence, South with
No. 47.
Interested bidders may inspect his line to an iron stake corner to
AT CORNER OF 17TH AND MAGNOLIA see this pretty
TERRIFIC BUY! 317 RYAN STREET. Two bedroom stucco
the above described property by said Cook; thence eastward with
three bedroom, two baths, kitchen and family room, living
on 60x220 lot with large outside storage building. Central gas
making proper appointment with said Cook's line to an iron stake
room. Nice carpet and nice lot with worlds of shrubbery.
floor furnace, air-conditioner, electric stove and refrigerator
WHITE HOUSE NEWS CONFERENCE — These candid
Price $24,300.00.
the Master Commissioner prior corner to A. T. Fisher; thence,
photos of a serious President Nixon were made during
with deed. Seeing is believing for only $7,500.00.
North with his line to a stake in
to sale date.
a news conference at the White House in which Mr.
Nixon declared he plans to call for a major offensive
ACtLES for three bedroom
For the purchase price, the the South edge of said road;
COME TO MEADOW GREEN .
AT 1502 SOUTH PARKLANE DRIVE. Three bedroom,
against drug addiction, especially among GIs in Vietpurchaser must execute bond, thence, West with said road to the
2 baths, newly decorated. Real
/
lot in top-notch condition. Central heat
room, 11
92x200
living
on
veneer
room,
brick
family
nam, and that he would go anywhere in the world if he
with approved securities, bearing point of beginning, 7 acres, more
fine location and priced at only $21,000.00,
with built-in range and oven. Real comfortable living for
thought it would lead to an agreement on nuclear arms
legal interest from the day of or less.
$19,000.00.
Europe.
in
limitation or to a mutual troop reduction
sale, until paid and having the Being the same property
REAL CUTE TWO BEDROOM,living room, all nice carpet.
force and effect of a judgment. conveyed to Robert Lee Edwards
Has garage, outside storage,small horse barn. Nice orchard
BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM FRAME house on one
Bidders will be prepared to and Shirley Sue Edwards by Nell
acre is located en Irvin Cobb Road. This property is in exon 1 MO acres. Located 7/10 mile from city limits on Lynn
comply promptly with these Turner by deed of date 31 March
Grove Highway. $15,000.00.
cellent condition and a fine buy for $12,600.00.
VIS
terms. Purchaser being given the 1967 and recorded in Deed Book
tiO
BRICK VENEER ON FOUR ACRES AT Pottertown. Three
right and privilege to pay cash 130 at page 636 in the Calloway
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER IN Meadow Green
bedrooms, built-in range, draperies, storm windows, car1$ N1
and accrued interest at any time County Court Clerk's Office.
Acres on 100x200 lot with two car garages. This lovely house
21
For the purchase price, the
port. Real nice. $23,500.00.
before the six months expire.
ttG41. UP 0
has central heat and air, fire-place and plenty of storage
purchaser must execute bond,
Frank Ryan
area. Must see to appreciate. The price-$25,000.00.
Commissioner with approved securities, bearing
Master
GOOD FOUR BEDROOM FRAME HOME AT 1309 Poplar.
BIG BRICK FIRE-PLACE IN THIS large and livable home
legal interest from the day of
Calloway Circuit Court .J-U-1
1L1 baths, basement, fire-place, electric heat, 2 air conat 1513 ICirkwood. Four bedrooms, two baths, central heat
sale, until paid, and having the
ditioners. Near schools. In real good condition and priced
and air,carpet and all built-ins. Central heat and air, carpet
force and effect of a judgment.
right. $18,000.00.
FREE CONSULTATION
and all built-ins. Has humidifier and electronic air Filter.
Bidders will he prepared to
ON PROBLEM PREGNANCIES
comply promptly with these
Double garage and large storage area. Nothing is lacking in
SPACIOUS THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 1708 Magnolia.
pay
this
Purchaser
may
cash
fine home. You must see inside. $37,500:00.
terms.
fire-place
5150.00
brick
AS
Big
large
in
LOW
baths.
AS
2
1
ABORTIONS
All carpet, built-ins, 2/
and accrued interest at any time
family room, brick patio and also brick porch and walk.
AN OLDER FRAME HOME AT 901 Poplar. Has three
before the six months expire.
Colonial styling. This home has everything. 834,500,00,
7 DAYS 24 HRS.
bedrooms and is close to schools. A rare bargain at $6,500.00.
Frank Ryan
CALL
Master
Commissioner
STORE BUILDING AND 50 ACRES AT POTTERTOI.VN.
NEW DUPLEX IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION. Has builtCalloway Circuit Court. J-11-111-25
Store has basement, some supplies, cold drink box,
ins both sides. Only $25,500.00.
go
counters
with
for
All
sale.
ation and cash register,
FREE. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION. ALL YOU NEED
onryar2,500.00.
re
ZUMWALT IN TOKYO
Do is CAil US vit w1LL ARRANGE FOR IMMEDIATE
STOP LOOKING! HERE'S THE HOUSE. 815 Sha Wa
SCHEDULING INTO ACCREDITED HOSPITALS AND THEIR
TOKYO (UPI)—Adin. Elmo
Circle,
three bedrooms, huge den, built-ins, garage. On
OUTPATIENT CLINICS. UTILIZING CERTIFIED OBSTETRI.
20 ACRES OF EXTRA FINE LAND AND GOOD FRAME
R. Zumwalt Jr., Chief of US.
80x140 lot. Well worth the money. $24,250.00.
CIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS THE FINEST MEDICAL
Highway.
State
today
783
of
off
just
met
Murray
of
West
Operations,
miles
HOME,4
Naval
CARE AVAILABLE AT THE LOWEST PRICES FOR SUCH
Birthday of
Electric heat, bath,good well. In Lynn Grove School District.
with Japanese defense officials.
SERVICES IF YOU ARE PREGNANT, DO NOT DELAY. CALL
CANTERBURY ESTATES IS CALLING. One of the finest
Japan
in
FABIOLA
arrived
More acreage available if desired.
$20,000.00.
&unwell
US IN COMPLETE CONFIDENCE YOU ARE ENTITLED TO
homes in Murray. Two story, four bedrooms, two baths and
Southeast
J95.
from
night
Tuesday
THE BEST CARE THERE IS
two car garage. This house has beautiful quality carpet,
Belgians
NORTH
the
of
ON
to
fly
to
ACRES
30
Queen
REAL NICE BRICK HOME AND
Asia and is scheduled
central heat and air and priced to sell. $36,000.00.
Wife of King Baudouin I
ETHICAL ABORTION REFERRAL
Highway. Black-top driveway. Home has full dry basement,
Hawaii Friday.
family
room,
dining
two
bedrooms,
fire-place,
Has
garage.
2 1 5 879 3 1 00
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER AT 1620 Kirkwood
room, space for bedrooms in the fully finished basement.
Drive is in top-notch condition. One and one half bath, large
town.
Excellent condition. Owner will trade for nice home in
--r
den, beautiful landscaping and priced to sell, $21,000.00.
,r01.•=:...-1•?".--.
PROVE
STATISTICS
1
01%
3
Pia
Seeing is believing.
THAT YOU'RE SAFER
IN THE AIR..
42
BEAUTIFUL ROCK HOME ON HIGHWAY 121 West about 6
c rt01•0
e
FOR COUNTRY LIVING, FIVE MILES East on Route 94 in
miles from Murray. 14 acres of land. Garage apartment and
Grove Heights. Three bedroom brick, two baths, central heat
a three bedroom home with built-in range, fire-place,
and air, two car garage, built-in kitchen, den and living
basement. All modern. $32,500.00.
.. „....
room. On large lot. One of our better homes.$19,000.00.
lift
huUTiz
1106
AT
ALL
MODERN
THREE
STREET,
.
2
_ .
bedroom brick veneer. Central heat and air, large family
HOW DOES FAXON ROAD, ROUTE 3, 1L. miles East of
.
'
1
" 11
room, fine carpet, kitchen has all built-ins, there is a large
Route 94 in a three bedroom brick and frame house sound for
utility room, two baths. You must see to appreciate.
country living? This house with twenty acres on a hard top
road is too good of a deal to pass up for $21,000.00.
Nancy
THREE
757°.BEDROOM BRICK VENEER LOCATED at 17th
$21I
WE HAVE FOUR REAL NICE COTTAGES IN Panorama
and Dodson. This house is extra nice inside. Good carpet, has
Shores. One in Lakeway Shores. One at Little Oaks, one on
family room,living room,large corner lot. Take a look. Price
Patterson Point. One at Centerridge, two at Green Valley.
$23,250.00.
These cottages range in price from $6,000.00 to $39,000.00. If
you are looking for a summer home on the lake or a year
F-OR SALE
WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE A PRETTY HOUSE and a two
around home,just give us a call. I believe we have what you
YER RUINING.
acre wooded lot about 5 miles from Murray? If so, we have it,
LEMONS
are looking for.
MY BUSINESS
located % mile East of Locust Grove Church. Has two baths,
FOR SALE
taro family room,three bedrooms,living room, all built-ins,
83 ACRE FARM, NICE FRAME HOUSE,GOOD TOBACCO
and two car garage. Paved road. Price $23,250.00.
barn, good stock barn, four or five outbuildings. Located 314
WHY
riormr•
miles South West of Lynn Grove. $24,000.00.
??
COLDWATER
TWO
A
ROAD,
FAMILY APARTMENT
901
building on business lot 90x180. Income $180.00 per month.
MM.
TWO MILES SOUTH OF LYNN GROVE, WE HAVE A 15
der4.4
0•41
ipBargain at $12,250.00.
I dr —•• yd.rd.:41
acre farm. Nice two bedroom frame house, new pole barn.
•••••••
p••••
This place is priced at only $12,000.00. Better take a look, it
IN KIRKSEY, LARGE RANCH TYPE BRICK VENEER.
won't last too long. $12,500.00.
The Colonials
Three bedrooms, three baths, family room. This place has a
beauty shop,ready for work. Kitchen all modern, double
nice
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER WITH BASEMENT
it.1 FACT, I'M
SuiZE I'vE
carport, also has almost new shop building, size 28x28 which
DOWN NEAR the Lake on Poplar Springs Road. Here is a
01140 TO SEE HER6E/.J A LOT
has upstairs. Located on 1L,2 acre lot and priced at only
AGAI 0-1 'TONI&HT r
good buy for someone who wants to be near the lake. Has 4
'.'
OF
$37,500.00.
acre lot, all wooded. Reduced to $16,000.00.
•
ONE MILE FROM TOWN ON 121 SOUTH, WE HAVE A
WE HAVE 22 ACRES OF FINE DEVELOPING LAND ON 94
GOOD two bedroom frame, living room, bath, garage. Lot
Fast, one mile from Murray. Would be a good place for
has over 300 feet of Highway frontage. $10,500.00.
trailer park. Also has many other possibilities. $22,000.00.

•

NEED HELP?

215-879-3100
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Guy Spann Realty
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Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St. Phone 753-7724
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409
Onyx Ray - 753-8919

•-s..nri-•

•

A

Prentice Dung - 753-5725
Jack Pers,all - 753-8961

FOR SALE

PRI
1962 22'
185 h.p. Cr
—L
Extr
PRICED T
Phone 753-1
FURNISHED I2x50 Trailer.
bedroom, air-conditioned,
pet, fenced in yard and
derpinning. Phone 753-7854.
GIBSON ELECTRIC guitar
piggy back amplifier. 1951
pick up with new engine. •
437-4447.
BULL DOZER, tilt trailer,
Chevy 50' truck. All for $2,
All in excellent condition.
7534541 after 5:00 p.m.

SH
CO
Would you r
from us and
your 90 DAY
the same ster
house and pa
NO SERVICE
To Shop & C
Buying!

TV
Central Shopping C
HOUSE AND LOT on
732, 1½ miles from Ken
2 acre land. P
/
Lake. About 11
well improved. 8 room
large garage, large living r
with divider between living
and kitchen. 2 large porches
and back. Phone 4364351.
ONE BROWN human hair
Phone 753-4066, after 6:00
p.m.
TURKEYS: DUCKS; chick
Guineas. Adults and bab
Large
Hu
selection.
Alexander, 3 miles South
J
Sedalia. Phone 328-8563.
AKC REGISTERED Apr
male Poodle puppy, 8 weeks
fully weaned and dew
Phone 7534379.
FOR THE cleanest carpets
town,rent a new shampooer $
and use Blue Lustre. Wes
Auto, home of "The Wis
Well.".

co
SANDERS
and see the good s
at bargain piices.

USED C
Better T
NORGE GAS stove and dr
good condition. See Ray Rolf
inquire at Farris Grocery
Cherry Corner.
AUTOMA
WHIRLPOOL
washer, hall or entrance hang
lamp. Folding clothesline, B.
Clarinet. Phone 753-8625.
CRAGER POLISHED Chro
Maga. with wheels and tires.
753-7736 or see Gary Turner I
UNFURNISHED 1971 Mob
Home 313-11. 112 baths, 12x70
loan. could be transferred
753-1=2.

6.5

•""..^
..•
--assaaesswpwwaginamionsimplaaliak.r_.t
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6Lsollt
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BOAT
PRICED RIGHT
1962 22' CENTURY CRUISER
185 h.p. Gray Marine Inboard Engine.
- LOW USAGE Extra Good Condition!
PRICED TO SELL BY OWNER
Phone 753-1722 or 753-4423 Nights

FOR SALE
1964 DODGE POLARA 4 door,
automatic, power,and air. One of
the nicer older cars. Excellent
condition. Call 753-3202.
J14C
MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER
puppies, male, $85.00. Phone 7539371.
J17C
FIVE RESERVE tickets to the
Cardinal-Pittsburg ball game,
June 12th. Call 753-3723.
ITC
STEREO COMPONENTS. AMFM. FM Stereo receiver, turntable, and two speakers Less
than six months old. Needmoney, must sell. 753-9593. 114P

get the job done
NOTICE

NOTICE

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

BOY WANTED

CLOSING
Due to III Health We Are

Going Out of Business

IMMEDIATELY

We Have Deeply Appreciated Your Business

AdamsOrnamental
Iron &WeldingShop

FOR

Industrial Road

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
JUST LISTED for only $9,750. - In
excellent condition, this older
house has FOUR bedrooms,
modern kitchen, bath, utility,
electric heat, new siding & roof,
beautiful shady lot. Only 11
/
2
blocks from school.
$8,000. FULL price for this three
bedroom house with 2/
1
2 acres of
and. New kitchen cabinets,
electric heat, modern bath, good
well. Included is a shop building,
carport, outside storage building.
Only 5 minutes from town.
centrally
NEAR M. U
hea
ned house
has
oorge kitchen
uilt-ins, double carport,
wi
carpeting, den, two baths. Buy
now for a bargain.

CASH AND CARRY 2 truck
FURNISHED IWO Trailer. Two MILLIONS OF rugs have been loads distressed stock, full rolls,
SERVICES OFFERED
bedroom, air-conditioned, car- cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's room sizes, wall-to-wall, some MOBILE HOME & boat inpet, fenced in yard and un- America's finest. Rent electric jute back some commercial type. surance. Broad coverage. Low FURNITURE REFINISHING.
rubber back. Value to rates. Excellent claim service. All work guaranteed..free pickINCOME property- This house
derpinning. Phone 753-7854. J14C shampooer $1.00. Big K.
J12C Hi-density
$6.95 sq. yd. Our Price starts $2.50 See us before you buy. Galloway up and delivery. Frei estimate.
has three apartments, is located
sq. yd. and up to $3.95 sq. yd., Insurance 81 Real Estate Agency. Antique or natural finish. Jerry
near M.S.U. and is in excellent
GIBSON ELECTRIC guitar, 500m FIVE-6 FOOT modern floor None higher, Pick anything in Phone 753-5842.
July7C McCoy,753-3045.
condition. Been rented for as
JulylOC
piggy back amplifier. 1951 GMC cases. Two-4 foot modern floor house. This is good carpet at
much as $210 per month. Can be
OVERWEIGHT' WEIGHT Loss
pick up with new engine. Phone cases. Suitable for any type of
cheap prices. Paschall Discount guaranteed or your money back. COMPLETE CAR Cleaning and
'bought for only $14,500.
437-4447.
J14P retail business. Phone 753House,Hazel, Ky.492-9733. J14P Phone Shapernakers,753Simonize wax job, $8.00. Free
J11C
1231.
40 ss
laZivi
=ea
be
r
July13C pick-up and delivery. Phone 7532962.
GARAGE SALE! Saturday, June
3683.
J17C
BULL DOZER, tilt trailer, 34 ton
TOY POODLES,black and white. 12th. 9:00 to 5:00 1727 Keenland
bou
or only $4,500.
Chevy 50' truck. All for $2,500.00.
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerChinchillas, $15.00 each and Drive.
1TC vice, Box 213, Murray,
FOR RENT
All in excellent condition. Phone
Ky., CM.
equipment. Phone 753IMMEDIATE POSSESSION can
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far753-8548 after 5:00 p.m.
J11C 1862.
TRAILER LOT for rent, 50x170,
June24C 10" EXHAUST ceiling wall fan, 3 mington,
be had on this real neat split
Kentucky.
June29NC three blocks from college. $25.00.
feet duct, Make offer. Call 753level. It has four bedrooms, 2/
1
2
J12NC
7783.
J14P BALDWIN PIANOS and organs Phone 753-5074.
baths, den.with fireplace, kitchen
with builtins, seperate dining
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
CREOSOTED POLES for pole purchase. Lonardo
room, double garage. Owners
Piano TRAILER. SEE Brandon Dill at
barn construction, utility poles Company, across from Post Dill's Trailer Court after 4:00
have left town and are ready to
and boat docks. Murray Lumber Office, Paris,Tenn.
J11C p.m. No phone calls please. J14C TEACHERS OR substitute REAL ESTATE FOR SALE sell. Also central heat and air.
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
teachers, part-time or full-time
Kentucky.
ITC INTERESTED IN FLYING? ONE BEDROOM furnished summer jobs in this area, HANDY MAN Special!! Old six SURBURBIA LIVING- Save city
Private pilot and solo flight in- apartment. Air-conditioned.
room house on large lot with fruit taxes and have all the conLEG CRAMPS? Try Supplical formation-Free-. Call 753-6759 Close to campus. Couples or representing Field Enterprises trees. Highway frontage. Phone veniences. This Beautiful three
Educational
Corporation,
with calcium,only $1.98 at Dale & Guaranteed license
753-4486.
mature adults only. Also two
J16C bedroom brick has central heat
presenting home school coor1TP available.
Stubblefield Drugs.
J12C bedroom duplex, carpeted,
and air, entry hall, 11
/
2 baths,
dinated materials. Contact Ray
central air and heat, washer,
62 ACRE farm, located 3 miles carport AND double garage,
Mayfield,
in
INTERESTED
the
ANYONE
726,
P.O.
Box
siweve,
SEKORA FOLK Guitar. Case,
refrigerator.
Stove
and
dryer.
south of Ken Lake on Hwy. 94. completely carpeted, built-in
J12C
strap,chord book, and a few song upkeep of New Providence Available June I. Furnished or Ky.,or call 247-4618.
Has long road frontage on Ky. 94 range, family room, shady lot
concemetery
send
please
books included. Good summer
unfurnished. Phone 753-9135 or
and a mile of frontage on Hico 115' x 250'. On blacktop and water
Hazel
Albritten,
Jim
tributions
to
hobby for those "But there's
J17C SALES PERSONAL, $800.00 per Road. Suitable for farming or system.
753-4478.
Route Two.
J11C
Month while training Sales commercial purposes. Could
nothing to do" kids. Call 753be
9593.
J14P
APARTMENTS Personal, Married, service subdivided. Reasonably priced. BRAND NEW This :•• a neat
FURNISHED
per
$150.00
week Must WOULD YOU like
for summer and fall. Air- exempt,
a reasonably three bedroom kick !IL full
TWO PAIR of Peacock, pair of
conditioned, washers and dryers have two years experience in priced building lot on the north bath.7ainyteik TteiMP
air,
sales
outside
Chinese Swans, three grown
available.Zimmerman Apartend of town? We have three lots COM
Naaltpeted, built-in
Hostesses
unities. call 436-6621.
314C
4
located in the lioetb Hills Sub- rangreishwastier,
669South 16th Street. Phone
Ji4C WaitrestIes
division near Old 641. Utilities are located near new Murray High
1627 available.
JOBS
UNLIMITED
TWO-YEAR old set of enSchool.
Broadway,
Ky.,
L442Paducah,
cyclopedias. 52 volumes in this
FURNISHED TWO bedroom
OR HOW about a fine building
J12C site in the west end of town? We ANOTHER NEW ONE across the
set. Ideal for parents whose
apartment. Mr-conditioned. Also 8161.
children are beginning to need a
small apartment for girls. 1614
have an outstanding lot located street from the one above. Has
good,up-to-date set but who can't
J14C WANTED: CLEANING help for on Parklane. This is one of the 11
Main.Phone 753-3106.
/
2 baths, family room, garage,
resort
in
Aurora,
Ky. Phone 474- few lots left in this area.
afford a new set for them. Bookutility, central heat and air,
10i Maple St.
J15C PERHAPS YOU would rather carpeting, built-in range, some
case included. Call 753-9593. J14P
NICt FURNISHED apartment 2288 for appointment.
753-3642
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865
for College girls-summer and fall.
have something in Lakeway shade trees on lot. See it today
RUPP GO-CART 1970 model.
Phone 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. TF POSITIONS AVAILABLE now Stiores. We have two lots to be before it's sold.
for college girls, high school
Very good condition. $75.00. Call
SERVICES OFFERED
sold together on a corner just two
girls, housewives, full or part
HOUSE AND LOT on Highway
753-2342 or see at 503 Poplar. J12P
blocks from the lake. The price is NOT QUITE FINISHED- but will
REGISTERED IRISH Setter
ATTENTION HOME owners - Let
732, 11
time.
/
2 miles from Kentucky
Earn
as
you
would
as
much
NATIONAL HOTEL; large office
right.
be in two weeks this extra neat
pups. Excellent pedigree. Phone
us
completely
cover
your
home
Lake. About 11
/
2 acre land. Place 753-3509 after 6:00
J11C IF YOU want a larger tract of three bedroom brick has two full
space on Main Street. Inquire at like. Phone 753-9745.
p.m.
J23C
AUTOS
FOR
SALE
with
Reynolds
tight
weather
well improved. 8 room house,
Hotel desk.
J11C
land located on Kentucky Lake, baths, large den, kitchen with
1966 FORD FOUR door. Power aluminum siding. Also we do
large garage, large living room,
COLLEGE GIRIS; high school we have a 36 acre tract at An- built-in dishwasher, self cleaning
with divider between living room MEN'S SUITS, 40-R, $5.0048.00. steering and brakes. Clean and in soffitt and overhangs on brick. HOUSE l'RAILER, 12x50, air- girls; nine full or part time
derson Creek. This property goes oven, carpeting, entrance hall,
Storm windows & door, shutters conditioned. Near
and kitchen. 2 large porches front Girl's dresses, coats, size 7-9 Jr., A-1 condition. Phone 436University. openings.
experience down to the T.V.A.line. There are lots of closets.
No
$3.00
and
$5.00.
Phone
753and
carports.
Free
estimates.
2406.
Phone 753-3895 or 753-34C. J11C necessary, we train. Excellent
J11C
and back. Phone 436-2351. J12C
several good building sites on this
5917.
Call Garland's Aluminum SerJ11P
earnings. For interview ap- land.
ONLY $17,000. Will buy this three
vice,
Route
1,
Kirksey,
489-2427
or
1962
RAMBLER,
very
clean.
NEW TWO bedroom duplex pointment call 753-1711.
ONE BROWN human hair fall.
J11C Claude L. Miller, Real Estate, 418 bedroom brick. Has carpeting,
HOUSE
Sedalia
TRAILER,
completely
328-8398.
18C
June
Rebuilt
motor. Phone 753Phone 753-4066, after 6:00
apartment. Central heat and air,
Main Street. Office phone 753- large living room, den, carport,
furnished. Moving out of state, 4486.
J16C WILL DO baby sitting in your carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone
p.m.
LIVE WIRE
J12P
and large shady lot. Near New
5064, home phone 753-3059.
will sell cheap. $550.00. Phone
753-7850.
Collection firm needs man to
TFC
JI2C
1965 FORD Galaxie 500, four me. Phone 753-2580.
John C. Neubauer, Associate Murray High and elementary
436-2113.
J11C
TURKEYS: DUCKS; chickens
solicit delinquent.- accounts
door, air-conditioning, power.
school. It's a bargain.
Broker,home phone 753APARTMENT, Murray area. We pay $1.00 per
Guineas. Adults and babies.
i2'x6'6" TENT with floor. Like Local car. $550.00. Phone 753- PIANOS AND ANTIQUE organs EFFICIENCY
J12C
7531.
rebuilt,
located
at
1602
refinished,
Dodson.
Phone
Large
restyled,
name. Write Manager, Box 18431,
selection.
Hubert new. Best offer. Phone 7532302.
MOVE TODAY into this neat as a
J14P tuning and repairs. Jetton
& Dyer 7534564.
J12C Tampa,Fla. 33609.
Alexander, 3 miles South of 3683.
J14P
J14C
pin
two bedroom brick. It has
Piano Sales and Service. Cuba
Sedalia. Phone 328-8563.
ANTI-DRUG OFFICER
J16P
electric heat, extra large living
1971 HONDA 450 motorcycle. Will
Road, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 328- TWO BEDROOM brick. Drapes, WANTED OFFICE Manager for
WANTED TO BUY
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
/
2 baths,
8522 Hours, 5:00 to 8:00 pm., stove and air conditioner fur- small office. Payroll experience Pentagon has named a former room, dining room, 11
AKC REGISTERED Apricot sell reasonable. Phone 753carpeting throughout. Possession
HOUSE
AND
LOT
within
3
or
4
2300.
JI1C
(Closed
Wednesday 1, 10:00 to nished. Available June 15. Also, preferred. 8100 to $125 per week. Air Force Colonel, Everett G.
male Poodle puppy, 8 weeks old,
with deed.
miles from Murray,7534:00 Saturday.
June 14C three bedroom house, available Will train veteran with clerical Hopson. 48. to head its program
fully weaned and dewormed.
4911.
JI1P HORNBUCKLE'S
June
25,
$115.00
per
abuse
month.
drug
Phone 753-4379.
end
among the See HOYT or RAY at ROBERTS
Phone background. Apply State Em- to
J12C 30 INCH AVOCADO range, one
BARBER
Shop,open 3:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m. 753-3903.
J12C ployment Service. Community armed services.
year old. Priced for quick sale. 9 FT. x 9 FT. Umbrella tent
REALTY for all your real estate
or
Tuesday
FOR THE cleanest carpets in Mirror, ladies and men's clothes.
Building. 630 Ellis Drive, Hopson, a lawyer' will be needs. Whether buying or selling,
through
Friday
tent of similar size. Also other Saturday,
LARGE
FOUR
bedroom
house
/
1
2
Roger
assistant
T.
to
town,rent a new shampooer $1.00 Phone 753-5210.
special
a.m.
11:00
or
319
9:00
Friday
8 7:00. Closed
Murray,
J11C camping equipment. Phone 753for appraisals or property
M 'nday. Boy's haircut, 75c block from campus. Electric South Seventh Street, Mayfield, Kelley, the Assistant Defense
and use Blue Lustre. Western
management see the fellows at
'034.
J11P
heat,
air-conditioned. Fenced Kentucky 247-3857.
Men's haircut, $1.00. ItIrn
ITC Secretary for Manpower.
Auto, home of "The Wishing FORD SIX FT. bushheg, like
ROBERTS REALTY 505 Main,or
back yard. Families only. $135.00
buckle's
Barber
Shop,
213
Well.".
Sprur
•
J12C new.Call 436-2172.
J11C
call 753-1651. MEMBERS OF
WANT TO BUY; kitchen table Street. Phone 753-7742
TFN(• per month. Phone 753-1203. TFC
MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE.
not over 30 inches wide with 4 INTELLIGENT YOUNG man
If one of the places which you
chairs. Also porch swing. Phone with college degree, looking for FURNISHED APARTMENT, air
wanted has been sold see us
To
753-7575.
ITC stunmer employment. Call 753-- conditioned, rone bedroom.
anyway, we probably have
available
summer
for
only.
8144.
TFNC
something else similar.
J12C
Water and sewer paid. Call 753WANT TO BUY used baby crib.
9741.
to
student
SCHOOL
wants
J17C
HIGH
100'x200'
LAKE
LOT
at Keniana
Call 436-2280.
J12C
do babysitting for summer.
and see the good selection of new cars going
Shores for only $795.00. $10.00
THREE
ROOM furnished house
Phone 436-5506.
J12P
down and $10.00 per monthat bargain piices.
with bath, electric heat, air
WAIST TO BUY; logs and
Phone 436-5582.
J12C
standing timber. Also have for TODDLERS DAY Care Now open conditioner, garage. On Benton
ATTRACTIVE BRICK home in
sale lumber and sawdust. for children three months to three Highway inside city limits.
choice location. Three bedrooms,
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber years.
State
approved. Married couple preferred.. No
plus study or office, two baths,
TFC Reasonable rates. Experienced pets. Phone 753-6632.
Co.Phone 753-4147.
J14C
Better Trades Than Ever!
family room with fire-place, all
help. Day or week. Phone 753built-in kitchen with lots of
AUCTION SALE
furnished
4481.
J12C THREE
ROOM
NORGE GAS stove and dryer, CHAROLIAS BULLS ..from
cabinet space, 2 car garage
apartment in a duplex. No pets or
good condition. See Ray Rolfe or months to 2 years old, 20 AUCIIION SALE,Saturday, June FOtt ALL your home alterations, children.
Draperies stay, established yard.
One door from college
inquire at Farris Grocery at registered pure bred, half French 12, at Dink Dunn's farm, three remodeling, etc. Free Estimates. campus.
City school district. 1702 Audubon
'
.
Phone 753-4342 for inCherry Corner.
J17P Charolias bulls and 30 pure miles Northeast of Masons Phone 753-6123.
Drive (Keenland SubdivisionJune30C formation.
J14C
Charolias bulls without papers. Chapel Church, three miles South
near new high school). Call 753PAINTING:INTERIOR
and
WHIRLPOOL
AUTOMATIC Also Charolias cows and open and of Locust Grove and three miles
8459 or 753-9368 for apfor
APARTMENT
FURNISHED
exterior.
Fast
service. college
washer,hall or entrance hanging bred - Charolias. heifers. Estes East of Green Plains. Will sell
pointment.
boys. Summer and fall
J16C
References. Phone 382-2299. TFC
lamp. Folding clothesline, B-flat Stockyard, Wtst Vienna, Ill: lots of antiques, marble top
semester. Phone 753-5108 after
J14C Phone days, area 618-658-7203 or dresser, full bed, trunks, bottles, ia)LING, $8.00
Clarinet. Phone 753-8625.
FOUR BEDROOM House, shop(
TFC
per hour, 3 hour 5:00p.m.
and trailer space. See Rudy
J15C cans, lamps, picture frames, minimum. International
nights,area 618-658-5856.
dozer.
CRAGER POLISHED Chrome
NICE THREE room furnished
Duncan on 732 Highway.
J12P
one
side
saddle,
jugs,
two
stone
Phone
7534548
after
5:00
p.m
Maw with wheels and tires. Call
'apartment, air conditioned.
saddles,
Lots
&
of
Lanterns.
other
JI1C
753-7731or see Gary Turner. J12C AKC REGISTERED Boston
Privite entrance,1405
THREE BEDROOM, two bath
Terrier, Male, de weeks old. this furniture was bought in 1840.
Poplar.
JI2C
home of Dr. Mary Bell. Large
electricity
Never
has
run
had
to
UNFURNISHED 1971 Mobile Black and white markings.
living room with well lighted
HIGH SCHOOL girl will babysit
Come
the
be
house.
with
us.
FOR RENT OR sale, 1961 model
Home 38-H,113 baths. 12x70. Has Wormed. $85.00. Phone 7534030
kitthen.
Built by Earl Nanney.
during
summer.
Phone
753TFNC Terry Shbwrraker Aucloan, could be transferred. Call- after 5:00p.m.
Near college, quiet
JI1C mobile home, 10x55, electric
neightioneer.
JI2C 2300.
heat. Phone 753-7856.
J11C
J12C
borhood. none 753467?.
JI6C

PAPER
ROUTE
APPLY AT

THE HOG It& TIMES

SHOP 8
COMPARE

Would you rather buy a stereo
from us and pay '159.95 and get
your 90 DAY FREE SERVICE or buy
the same stereo from a discount
house and pay '199.95 with
NO SERVICE AT ALL? Folks It Pays
To Shop & Compare Prices Before

Buying!

TV SERVICE
CENTER

Hughes Point
Store

Come Out

SANDERS & PURDOMS

ford
thru

USED CARS NEEDED

the

Classified
Ads

-

3
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GEYER ELECTED
;NEW
BRUNSWICK, N.J.
(UPI) —William Geyer, acting
president of the
National
Football Foundation Hall at
Fame, Tuesday was elected a
vice chairman of the foundaNBC at 7:30 are Flip Wilson, tion, it was announced by
Debbie Reynolds and the ECI- Chester J. Laroche, chairman
wain Hawkins Singers (R).
of the board.
The CBS "Mission: Impossible" episode at 7:30 involves de- NEW
SETUP
struction of a satellite containClarence Campbell, president of
ing thermo-nuclear bombs that the
National Hockey League,
has been launched by a hostile announced Tuesday a new
power (R)•
playoff setup for the league in
"NBC Saturday Night at the 1971-72.
Under the new system,
Movies" at 8:30 and screens
th first-place team will face the
Crowbow,"
"Operation
1865's
fourth place team and the
starring Sophia Loren and
second-place team will face the
George Peppard in a World War
third place team in the quarterII spy drama set in holland (R).
finals.

Televi'sion Schedule New Cultura I Series Makes Debut
On CBS Network This Su nday Night
6
miSm-TV
WLACW
Libeeeel 4
Channel S
armed II
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

:0 News. viler.: Sports News: Wier
30 Higri Chaparral
Interns
gerrel
Chap
I nterns
MI Hih
Moyle:
XI Name of Game
:711 Name 0 Game
Movie
OP :X Mame if Gangs
Movie
9•Menge aserro4
Moyle
laniS

%owls I Oregon if Jeannie
gradv gunch
Nanny a Professor
Pertridge Fame*
That Girl
Old Comte
Love, Antorican Style
Uwe, Ameritan !We
T
• Thief
10 :le riUrThr.' Lwrftsgrh **
•••;•
•
; u"If
sy 11.• Thief
Perrg Magog
Newet War.: Seorti—
11
Movie:
Ittrm*
Movie:
"Watch be girdle"
I .1 :0 David Frost
"TiCket is
Movie
•M 0ay.d.IcoaL
Tornatsent"

Chad Everett in a drama about
By JACK GAYER
NEW YORK (UPI)—A new a Marine whose biggest test
cultural series that will be comes after he wins the Medal
scheduled irregularly and is of Honor ( R ).
based on Smithsonian Institution ABC's -Dan August" at 9-.30
material bows on the CBS Net- has "When The Shooting Dies."
One of August's closest friends
work Sunday.
ABC's special telecasts for • becomes a suspect in a murder
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
the new week include a variety- case
:IS Agriculture USA Summer Semester
FRIDAY
:35 Fenn Digest
musical starring singer Tom
Summer Semester
Tem Foolery
Jake Neu
Three Stooges
Jones on Thursday, and cover- "Shadow of the Wind" is the
7 :0
:38 Heckle and Jedde Eddie Hill
Thmo Stoomm
age of play in the U. S. Open tale on NBC's "The High Chap8 1s
Woodr
.
WoodpeckerSatirts
.i.and ies
Lancelot Link, Secret
Chime
Golf tourney Friday and Satur- arral" at 7:30 p.m. Scalp huneg
:SO Doctor DootWfie
Jogs S. Pussycats
Jerry Lewis Si? Down
7 :30 Pk* Panther
Herlem Giotsetrotters
ters disguised as lawmen jeoparHere Conte Criticisers
day.
10 .011 N. R. Pufftstsio
Align& World
Not Wheel*
June
13-19
dize a peace treaty with
Highlights
(Times
U :30 Here Conies Grump To Be Announced
Sky Hey**
:SO Screen Aedttlons
Apaches (R).
Community Center 5 Motor Mouse
EDT):
1 I :30
Screen Auditions
Magee.
Hardy Boys
"The Interns" on CBS at 7:30
SUNDAY
SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
"Meet the Press," NBC, 1 p. has an episode about a bomb exDastardly IS Muttley
American Bandstand
12 1"01::: Trot
m., gets an hour instead of 30 ploding in a hospital, necessitatJetsens
American Bandslart0
I
:00 Baseball
knime4 World
Larry Kane
minutes for a live telecast from ing removal of patients (R). •
.30 San Francisco vs. ro he Announced
Larry Kens
Philadelphia
on the eve of the The CBS movie at 9 screens
ii :110 New York
Death Valley Days
NBA Highlight*
:311 baseball
Soeliclown
Wrestling
annual U. S. Conference of 1963's "The Password Is CoinCar end Track
Wrestling
3
Mayors. Six municipal chief ex- age," starring Dirk Bogard in
Pitstan
Snorts Challenge
a :0 Kemper Open
"Gunfignt
Wide World of Sport
ecutives
will be interviewed. dramatization of the exploits of
-It :X Itemiser Open
Dodge City"
Wide World of Sport
C :00 Nixon Weld.ng
NBC preempts the Disney a real-life British World War II
White Nosise WesklinsiWkle World of Sport
•X Porter Witoc.-ter
Royer Meld News
F fah ing
hour at 7:30 for "Wildfire," her (R).
SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
documentary about a Washing- NBC's "Strange Report" at 10
6 .00
News; lett, Sots News: WNW
Spores Witten Weeding
ton state forest fire of last sum- has "Grenade — What Price
-3
,Mitten Weetetag
Mission: Impossible
Lawrence Welk
• .00 hivon Wedding
Courage?" Investigation of the
NINSien: Impossible
Lawrence Welk
mer (R).
fl
'31 Movie:
My Three Sons
Vat Doonican
"The CBS movie at 9 screens source of grenades destined for
O
ell 'Die locress File" Arnie
Val Docnican
.20 Movie
Mary Tyler Moore
Immortal
"Cutter's Trail," starring John a campus protest rally (R).
O :0 Moyle
Mannix
irimor tal
7 :35 Movie
SATURDAY
Gavin and Marisa Pavan in a
mannix
Movie:
:NI News; Wthr SportsNews: Wthr.; Sports
"Bus Rilers Back
Western about intimidation by At 4, ABC supplies 90 minutes
10
aa :35 MoviePerry Mason
In Town"
terrorists of 1873 Santa Fe (re- of live coverage of the U. S.
1 I NO "gun Like a
Perry Megan
News; Wthr.: Sports
Movie:
:30 Thier
Movie:
Open golf tourney.
scheduled from June 10).
"The Kollin,"
rentitle
,
12 St.=
Movie
Mae,.
1 on
"The ABC movie at 9 screens Andy Williams' gu
1960's "Suddenly Last SumTELEVISIOlii SCHEDULE
mer," based on a Tennessee
Williams play, starring ElizaWSM-4
WSDE4
WLAC-5
beth Taylor, Kathrine Hepburn
SUNDAY
and Montgomery Clift, dealing
ivith the essence of curruption
6:30
Summer Semester House of Worship
R).
Sego Bros.
Tom & Jerry
7:00
"Search for the Goddess of
7:05 Farm Digest
Love" on CBS at 10 is the first
7:15 Report
if an irregularly scheduled se7:30 Tommorrow
World-Tomorrow
Penelope Pitstop
ries stemming from the Smith.
6:00
Three Stooges
Carl Tipton
Ionian Institution under the ti
4:30 Hot Dog
Heaven's Jubilee
de," "Smithsonian Adventure.'
8:00 Jambi
Johnny Quest
Former Astronaut Walter M.
9:30 Herald of Truth Look Up & Live
Cattanooga Cats
Schirra is the host. This one
10:00 This is the Life Oral Roberts
Bullwinkle
deals with efforts of archeoloDiscovery
10:30 Worship
Faith, For Today
gist Iris Love to find the long.
11:00 Film
Sierra Club
FIIPPer
lost original Aphrodite statue.
11:30 Worship
Pet Set
Face the Nation
MONDAY
& Coming
News Conf.
12:00 Meet the Press
"NBC Comedy Theater" at 8
Qty
12:30
the
Soul
of
Movie
has "And Baby Makes Five."
Auto Races
1:00 Newsmakers
Cliff Robertson and Angie Dick1:30 Bowling
inson is a story about city vs.
Pinpoint
2:00 Lost In Space
country living (r).
AAU Track & Field
2:30
The star of ABC's "It Was A
Hugh X. Lewis
3:00 Golf
Very Good Year" at 8:30 is
3:15
1956. Jonathan Winters, Ruth
3:39
Bill Anderson
Roman and basketballer 11111
4:00
Valley
Big
Award Movie
Russell appear with host Mel
4:30
Torme.
4:45
"NBC World Premiere MovReports
5:00 Comment
ie" at 9 screens "San FrancisRoger Mudd
5:30 News
co International Airport," starLassie
6:00 Scene at Six
Love on a Rooftop
ring Van Johnson, Pernel Rob6:30Spec. "Wildfire" Hogan's Heroes
NFL Action
erts and Clu Gulager in a
Movie
7:00
FBI
drama about a $3 million rob7:30 Red Skelton
bery at an air terminal (R).
3:00 Bonanza
Movie
"The ABC movie at 9 screens
8:30
1963's "Marilyn," documentary,
News
Spec.
9:00 Bold Ones
with Rock Hudson narrating,
10:00 Scene at Ten News
about the late Marilyn Monroe
It Takes A Thief
10:30 Tonight Show Perry Mason
(rescheduled from April 19).
11:00
News
TUESDAY
The Late Show
11:30
Movie
ABC's "Movie of the Week"
12:00
at 8:30 is "Dr. Cook's Garden,"
Starring Bing Crosby as a
MONDAY
small-town physician who has a
way of dealing with bad citiz5:45
Country Journal
ens (R).
6:00 Morning Show
News
"NBC's movie at 9 screens
6:30
Morning Watch
Real McCoys
1969's "Three Into Two Won't
7:00 Today Show
Bow
Go," starring Claire Bloom
8:00
Captain Kangaroo
and Rod Steiger in the story of
8:30
Mike Douglas
Romper Room
a middle-aged couple's failing
9:00 Dish's Place
Hazel
marriage (R).
9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies
"CBS REports" at 10 has the
10:00 Sale of
Family Affair
Gourmet
third and last installment of a
10:30 Hollywood SquaresLove of Life
That Girl
series, "Justice in America."
11:00 Jeopardy
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
This one is called "crime and
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow World Apart
the coults."
11:00 Noon Show
News
All My Childhen
WEDNESDAY
12:05
Singing Cony.
12:30
As The World TunisLet's Make A Deal NBC's "The Men From Shiloh" at 7:30 p.m. has "The Leg1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing Newlywed Game
acy of Spencer Flats." Eccen1:30 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating Game
trics in a ghost town mistake
2:00 Another World
Secret Storm
Gen. Hosp.
Trampas for' an escaped con2:30 Bright Promise
Edge of Night
One Life
vict (R).
1:00 Another World
Gomer Pyle
Dark Shadows
"Men At Law" on CBS at
3:30 Here Come-Brides Gilligan's Island
LiieY Show
7:30 deals with a faith healer's
4:00
Movie
Lan Boone
questionable methods (R).
4:30 Wild, Wild West
Comedian Dom Deluise is the
5:00
News
special guest on "The Des
525 News
Weather
O'Connor Show" on NBC at 9.
5:30 News
News
News
6:00 Scene at Six
News
THURSDAY
6:30 Red Skelton
Let's Make A Deal
Gunsrnoke
Joe Namath, Abbey Lincoln,
7:00 Laugh In
Newlywed Game
Johnny Mathis and George CarIt Was-Very Gd. Yr. lin are featured on Flip Wilson's
7:30
Here's Lucy
4
.
8:00 Movie
Mayberry RFD
Movie
NBC hour at 7:30 p.m. (R).
Doris Day
8:30
"Tom Jones.. And Some Fancy
Carol Burnett
9:00
Dressers" is a musical - variety
News
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
special on ABC at 7:30. The
Movie
10:30 Tonight Show
Dick Ca vett
singing star works with Liber
ace, Eloise Laws and Gilbert
O'Sullivan:
The CBS movie at 9 screen.
1967's "First To Fight," starring
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Business Consultants
for
Small and Largo Firms
FINANCIAL - OPERATIONS PERSONNEL - SALES

NORVEL, associates
Gilbertsville, Ky. - P.O. Box 451
502/362-4379

Formally Chicago- New York- Nashville Area

United

PrHija

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need—and use
service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
1011 14
• Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
••• help medical bills, educational expenses.
And'we know how to tailor repayment pro• grams to their production and income.
RV1
Talk over your money needs—any season of the year —with a seasoned money
pro: the man at PCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753-5602
305 North 4th Street

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
—Fresh Ky. lake Catfish
—Country Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
i; a lit to 10p.m.. 7 days a week
— J.C. GALLIMORE —

DAY OR NIC,H

DIAL

6363
'
153

HUMS BANK
of
Murr.iy. Iiunturb.v

Murr
Somebody came
lhoory that tall
more money in the
shorter men.

This college prof
Leland P. Deck, cl
over six feet tall e
more than short rr
tort job.

A British actor sa
hotels worth living
hotels, the best fr
cam have are Eng
Gusty food worn
Eaglish". He lives
States.

Here is the differer
"bill" mad A "reisa
liefillad States Caw

Legislative propose
Congress basically
these forms: (1
resolution—needs pi
house and deals wit
(Continued on Pi

Reception Si
for Minister
Christian Chi

Rev. and Mrs. Da
will be honored with
by members of i
Christian Church, ll
Street, on Sunday, Ji
2:30 to four p.m. at
The public is invit
the reception for Re
David Roos,a church
said.
Rev. Roos
ministry of the chard
June 6, moving here a
as pastor of the Pen
Christian Church.
He and his wife
daughters, Melanie,
Debbie, are now res
church parsonage on
At the 10:45 a.r
service on Sunday,Re
speak on the subject
ners Only" with hi
reading from the 5181
Psalms.
Bailey Gore will be
leader and Yates Hie
the candle lighter. D
be Lenvel
Yate
Farris, John Mark
Jones, Ed Frank K
Maddox, Dr. E. D. R
William F. Smith, Jr
Underwood.

The Woof

'That's based on a comparison of manufacturers suggested retail prices.-

seethe
Ford Team for
immediate delivery!
'
r DA F

FOR CORRECT

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

Seen&
Arou

What he says may
af our 37 presider
under six feet will
five feet seven in(
James M Madison
four inches.

And Maverick saves you money on gas, oil and repairs. It's
the Simple Machine! We've got bigger stocks, better deals.

COME TO

One
Ther

The tallest man in
the poorest aced(
but got the hig
salary, he says.

NDER CHEVY NOVA

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

The F
Source
In Mur
Callowa

sallelosimws.111111111111
Partly cloudy, w
humid weather wil
throughout Kentucl
through Sunday. WI
tered thundershowers
the afternoons and
today and Sunday. Hi
and Sunday mid Ns t
Lows tonight mostly I

EXTENDED OU1
Chance of afternooi
east portion Monday
Tuesday. Not quits
Tuesday and Wednesd
mid to upper 805 Moodi
to mid 80s Tuesday
nesday. Lows mid and
lowering to upper 505 a
Wednesday.

Parker Ford, Inc
Downtown Murray Phone: 753-5273
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